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New
evidence
introduced
in
Baker
trial
Prosecution
The blood samples were colof the trial of alleged murderer
lected from various articles of
Craig M. Baker.
Blood samples taken from the clothing worn by both Baker and
scene of the Sept. 7 murder of Kane. He also said he took samUniversity student Julie Kane ples from the knife which was
were introduced as forensic found in a bush near Kane's 911
scientist Jeffery Williams testi- Mourning Dove home.
One of the articles of clothing
fied before another packed
containing blood was the shirt
courtroom.
Williams told the court he worn by Kane at the time she was
By JACK BUEHRER and compiled a written report of all stabbed. Williams broke the seal
SARAH BEDNARSKI
of the evidence that contained of the bag containing the bloodhuman blood. He then sent the covered shirt and showed it to
The BG NEWS
items to the Laboratory Corpora- the court.
The shirt evoked a wave of
Important evidence was Intro- tion of America in North Carolina
emotion throughout the courtduced yesterday during day two for DNA testing.

satisfied
with course
of trial

Deadline for
logos lifted
ByOARLAWARNOCK
The BC News
The once fast-moving track on
developing a new University logo
mark was put into neutral recently when University President Sidney Ribeau suspended
the deadline for receiving the
final new graphic standard.
Ribeau made his decision to
suspend the deadline after being
updated on the current progress
of the committee in showing the
logo marks to the campus community.
He said the graphics had attracted a lot of attention from
students and faculty since their
release. His decision came so
that the committee would not feel
pressured to make an early recommendation concerning the
graphic identity.
Clif Boutelle, the chair of the
manual subcommittee for the
new logo mark, explained the
committee should still make its
recommendation to the president
and his cabinet on March 3.
He said the committee is currently in the process of reviewing the numerous responses to
the two new logo marks which
were presented to the campus to
get an idea of the reactions of the
campus community.
According the Boutelle, an
overall vote on the logo marks
will not be taken - the committee

is only interested in gathering
general comments and opinions
from the University community.
"We had these two logos and
wanted the opinions and that's
what we got," Boutelle said. "We
expected some change. We simply wanted comment."
Charles Mlddleton, vice president of academic affairs and
provost, said the discussion of
the new logo mark brought up a
variety of Issues which have burled the primary purpose of the
graphic design.
He said the committee should
be given plenty of time to address each of the issues brought
up from the University community.
"The original Intent has gotten
lost," Mlddleton said. "I think we
want to continue getting information and suspend the time line
for now."
Boutelle explained that once
the recommendation is made to
the president and his cabinet
next week, the decision of what
to do next rests with them.
Until that time, Boutelle said
the committee plans to continue
reviewing community responses
and finalize their recommendation to the president's cabinet.
"[RIbeau's] intent was to carry
out the process," Boutelle said.
'The next step is to make a recommendation."

Team places fifth
in forensics match
BGSU scores
highest in years
By MAUREEN BARRY
The BC News
The University forensics team
placed fifth out of sixteen
schools in the state varsity tournament last weekend at Capital
University.
Six students placed In categories including prose, after-dinner
speaking, dramatic duo, triathon,
poetry, rhethorical criticism and
extemporaneous speaking.
According to James Brandon,
co-director of forensics, the last
tournament for the forensics
team this year was a very positive experience.
"This was the best we've done
in the past five years," he said.
The state tournament results
were combined with the state novice tournament results from

two weekends ago to determine
sweepstakes awards.
First-year forensics members
are the only participants at the
novice tournaments, and primarily second-year participants
compete at the state varsity
tournament.
Derrick Jones, sophomore film
major and member of the forensics team, said he placed sixth in
dramatic duo with his partner,
Cynthia Brown, fifth in prose and
fourth in triathon.
Jones also finished third in
after-dinner speaking with a
piece he wrote himself.
According to Jones, many
teams at the tournament consisted of as many as IS competitors; however, six students from
Bowling Green competed.
"I thought we did exceptionally
well for a small number of people," he said. "It really gives me
• Sec FORENSICS, page three.

room as Kane's mother abruptly
left the room and Baker sat sobbing with his hand over his eyes.
Another key testimony was
that of pathologist Dr. Wilfredo
Pacio of Wood County Hospital.
He told the court that the knife
found at the scene fit the wound
in Kane's neck that proved to be
fatal.
Wood County Prosecuter Alan
Mayberry showed Pacio a number of photographs of Kane's autopsy which were not visible to

The Baker Trial: Day 2

On Trial: Craig M. Baker
The Charge: Aggravated murder, felonious assault, aggravated
burglary
Tuesday's Proceedings:
Forensic scientist Jeffery Williams and pathologist Wilfredo
Pacio gave key testimonies and presented important evidence.
Expected today:
The state will finish presenting Its side of the case. The defense is expected to begin their case.

• See TRIAL, page three.

Speaker
focuses on
feminism,
black women

Catching Air

By MELISSA NAYMIK
The BG News

BG Ncwi Pkot* by Doug KhrtMraky

Ryan Higlcy, 18, of Bowling Green, practices his skateboard tricks Tuesday in front of the Education
Building.

An honors program discussion
series event was presented by
Shirley Jackson, instructor of
ethnic studies, here at the University last night. The program
focused on black women, feminism and empowerment.
Jackson's main focus of the
presentation was the number of
African- American women's organizations throughout the
United States.
Througout the evening, Jackson discussed numerous organizations developed by AfricanAmerican women concerning
empowerment.
A variety of the organizations
focus on educational programs,
mentoring programs, advocacy
for women in reform areas, service and civic activities, professional workshops, the criminal
Justice system and health-related
issues such as AIDS.
"Empowerment continues to
be something very important for
a number of African-American
women's organizations. We need
to look at the empowerment of
individuals as well as the African-American community,"
• See SPEAKER, page three.

Future security means planning now
By BRIAN GALLATIN
The BG News
Students finishing college
worry about getting Jobs and
paying off student loans, but they
may not worry about providing
for their retirement - and they
should.
According to Walter G. Montenegro, manager and administrator of human resources at the
University, people cannot depend on employer pensions these
days.
No longer a certainty in the
United States, a secure retirement is now largely dependent on
a process of Identifying future
needs and wants at an early age.
"Very few pension plans will
pay out the level of income that
you want from [them]," he said.
In addition, Montenegro said
Social Security does not pay
nearly the amount of money that
people think it does.
"Social Security is not designed to be a pension plan. You
must have something else to supplement," he said.
Montenegro suggests that people begin looking into retirement
at an early age.

"The fact of life Is that everyone who's working is going to retire at some point. When you
graduate from college, you
should be doing something," he
said.
Richard P. Sandru, a personal
financial planner at American
Express Financial Advisors Inc.
in Bowling Green, also said students should be thinking about
retirement now.
"The longer you have to save,
the less risk Is involved," Sandru
said.
According to Sandru, a person
who begins to save at an earlier
age will not have to save as
much.
"A younger person who begins
saving now would have much
more in retirement than a person
who begins saving at a later age,"
he said.
For instance, a person who begins to save at the age of 20 will
have accumulated more money
toward retirement than a person
who begins to save at age 30.
Another benefit Is that money
gathers Interest as it sits In bank
accounts.
A concern that many retirees
now face is having to go back to
work in order to support them-

selves.
"Very few people are able to
maintain the level of income they
were making. There is a need to
put something additional on the
side," Montenegro said.
In a 1989 study, the Social Security Administration stated that
the "median personal savings of
retired workers was less than
$10,000, excluding home and
car."
Therefore, these retirees had
very little to live on other than
their Social Security benefits.
Many retirees who did not begin saving at an early age are being forced to re-enter the work
force.
"A number of retirees are
working. Take a look at who's
greeting you at Wal-Mart," Montenegro said.
Montenegro said another concern is that people are living
much longer now than they did
before.
"It's entirely possible that individuals will spend about as
many years in retirement as they
did working full time," said Hal
Riker, a member of the Florida
Pfpper Commission on Aging, In
a hearing on retirement plan-

ning.
According to Montenegro,
people need to do their homework and ask themselves, "What
am I going to do when I'm at age
30?"
"People learn from other people. We need to look at the problems they have encountered so
we can avoid them," he said.
In order to plan for a secure retirement, Montenegro believes It
may be worthwhile to see a financial planner.
"A lot of people like to be told
what to do. The problem is how
do you get them to start [financial planning], and how to get
them to maintain it," he said.
"People cannot say, 'It will not
happen to me.' This is a fact of
life for everybody," Montenegro
said.
According to Sandru, American Express Financial Advisors
would be glad to help any student
interested in looking Into a retirement plan.
"You need to look out for yourself when you reach that "magic'
age," Montenegro said. "Saving
towards retirement doesn't have
to be an Increasing rate but
should strive to maintain the
same level."
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NATALIE MILLER

Only you can chase your dreams
/ believe I canjly. I believe I can
touch the sky.
I believe I can soar, I see me
running through that open door.
If I can see It, then lean do it. If I
Just believe, there's nothing to IL
Spread my wings and fly away.
-R. Kelly
Everyone has a dream, a hope
that someday we'll be where we
want to be In our careers. In our
families and In with our personal
goals. Sadly, many people's
dreams get sidetracked Instead of
achieved.
Why? Because we are scared, or
It takes too much work, or because
It Involves risks that many are not
ready to take. There's a plethora of
excuses and rationalizations
Involved. We know life Is about
risks, but It's easier to choose the
shelter of security Instead. We
procrastinate having adventures In
favor of safer things.
But there's hope! It's still your
life—make sure you are doing what
you want with It. If you have
something that you truly want to
do. go for It. This Is not the life of
your parents, your siblings or
your friends—It's your life. You
only live once, so work for yourself
and to Improve your situation.
Extra effort now will pay off later. I
know that you're tired, stressed or
Just don't care right now, but this
Is too Important to ignore.
Getting started Is the key to

getting ahead. The real world Is
scary, but we all need to venture out. Do things that will
qualify you for your dream Job,
or research an adventure that
you want to experience. What
would you do If you knew you
could not fall? And why are you
letting fear and circumstances
stop you?
It saddens me when I talk to
people who aren't doing what
they love. They're majoring In
something In hopes of getting a
secure Job when they graduate,
rather than a field that they
enjoy. What Is the cost of that
security? The price of your
dream?
"You eventually figure out
that It's a lot easier to get up In
the morning when you are
happy with what you are doing."
said Kirk Richardson, an ACS
grad student. Don't major In
accounting if your love Is
history. Be brave enough to
follow the road less traveled.
It's a risk to put aside the
sure thing for a shakier prospect. But the reward of doing
something you love, living your
dream Is quite a return on that
risk. To take a line from my wall
calendar says "Passion - There
are many things In life that will
catch your eye. but only a few
that will catch your heartpursue those."
You will be more motivated

by something you truly care about. end up living your dream—
The most marketable people are doing what you love and making
the most flexible, and the most
money doing it. It Is possible,
motivated. People tend to underespeople do it evety day. But it
timate what they are capable of
makes no difference If your faith
achieving. If you have a passion,
and drive to succeed aren't
you can make it useful to yourself
Internalized.
and other people. George Burns
Taking action towards your
once said, "I would rather fall at
goals makes them a reality,
what I love than succeed at what I
rather than Just a dream. Being
hate."
a dreamer is fine, as long as you
It's true that if you have passion build foundations for those
for a career, a hobby or a lifestyle,
dreams to stand on. Writer T.E.
than you will be more apt to excel
Lawrence said. "The dreamers
at it. It's easy to put effort into
of the day are dangerous people,
something you find interesting. It
for they may act their dream
hardly seems like work at all. What with open eyes to make It
does this bring to your mind?
possible." I know many people
Setting a world record? Talking to
who have things they eventually
people all day? Working on cars?
hope to do In life. Life Is unpreCoaching a soccer team? I can't
dictable, and who knows where
say what it might be for you. but
It may take you. You may never
what are you doing to achieve this? get around what you plan to do
I read an excellent book about
someday. It may be too late, you
how to attain your dream Job
may be too old or too Involved In
entitled "Major In Success " by
everyday life to travel to Europe,
Patrick Combs. He writes. "Exstart your own company or
traordinary drive comes from doing patent your invention.
what you enjoy."
It's within your power If you
There are ways to make a living by have the desire.
turning anything into a marketable
Life Is short—Believe you can
skill. But you must make the
to
commitment to discovering what
You can e-mail Natalie at
dream you want to conquer.
annemil@ bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Most people don't have the faith
Special thanks to Chris Stipes.
to follow their dreams, and this
Ben and MJ. Check out Patrick
leads to regrets down the road. It's
Comb's web site at hap://
true, you might fall the first time.
www.goodthink.com and Les
You might even fail the first ten
Brown's book 'Live Your
times. But if you persist, you may
Dreams" for more inspiration.

"It may be
too late, you
may be too old
or too involved in
everyday life
to travel to
Europe, start
your own
company or
patent your
invention."
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Please iartode your address, major. aca
desnk CUM and phoae ausaber (phone
■aaabers are strictly for verification aas)
not for pubttcatioa).
LUlin—Hirrrpr' 1—'—" ' "ten. Letters brought In saved oa a
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• Bring Use letter to Room 210 West Hal,
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Be prepared to show valid Identification.
. Space MaaHartow taay prevent The BG
News from printing all tetters received.
Tne BG News reserves Use right to edh
any and a* tetter*.
Copyright C 1997, The BG News. Bowling
Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any material in this
publication without thepermissionof The BG News
is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent publication
founded in 1920 and is published daily during the
academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed in columns and letters to
the editor are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the
Spring 1997 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify
the paper of any errors in stories or photograph
descriptions.
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I'm supposed to date that person?
Who doesn't like to read the
personal ads? Personally. I'm all
for the personals. If they work for
you. great. I like to collect the
humorous ones. I look at both the
women's and men's entries, hoping
to find some gems. With this batch
I recently collected. It seems the
men have the monopoly on kooks.
These ads are real and not doctored in any way.
1. "Ill buy you two dozen roses,
a box of Esther Price candy and a
big botUe of perfume. Single white
male. 43. I want to rent a Lincoln
Continental to take a girl to any
restaurant where she wants to go.
Big bottle of perfume. Well go
bowling. I want to buy a girl real
pretty flowers to put on her dress.
Big box of Esther Price candy."
This ad brought tears to my eyes.
Tears of awe and worship from it's
elegance. If only I could write so
well. The lucky girl that answers
this ad will probably be greeted at
the door by a grinning Forrest
Gump. "Do ya want some
chawklita?"
2. "Crazy, fat woman seeks
sensitive, balding, bearded man for
good times. You must be tolerant. I
am eccentric." She sounds like my
kind of woman. Everything I'm

I

looking for. But. darn my luck, I
don't have a beard.
3. "Single white male, age
52.1 milk cows and have pigs.
Looking for someone who enjoys
working with dairy cows. I have
a manure pit and pipeline. I
have never been married."
What? Never been married? And
you with a manure pit and all? I
can't believe It.
4. This ad gave me the
creeps: "Skiing partner wanted
for single white male. 140
pounds, embalmer/funeral
director. Seeking single, white
female. 115 pounds, sexy,
healthy, sharing lover." Ah, yes.
Every girl's dream. To have an
embalmer as a lover. What girl
doesn't want to be held by the
oddly-scented hands of a man
that pickles dead bodies? To
have his preservative-laden
digits caress her face?
5. "I vote and ride a bike.
Like almost everything In
moderation. A poet friend once
told me not long ago that
patterns are everywhere. I want
to break free from the chrysalis
of Ideology." Although knowing
how to tide a bike Is quite
admirable and an astonishing

feat, should someone Uke this be
allowed to vote?
6. "Sweetheart desired for funloving single male. 25. Will share
my trains and spaceships. Big fan
of Star Trek and Lionel trains.
Serious replies only." Hmm. Let's
see. By the sound of this ad. he
must be a big boy. Say. 10 or 11
years old? Should his date bring
along her Lincoln Logs and coloring books?
7. "White male In his early 40s.
but acts and feels 30. Ukes women
20 to 35 years old. Tired of chasing
women at bars, would like to meet
a young lady that enjoys dancing,
long drives in my Mercedes, trips
to the beach and mountains In my
Wlnnebago. If you want to have
fun. send Information, photo and
phone number."
A man In his forties that wants
to go out with a 20-year-old girl?
Why does the word "pervert* keep
popping into my head? He says
he's Ured of chasing women at
bars. A little advice buddy, the
next time a girl runs from you.
take the hint and don't run after
her. She's trying to tell you something.
8. This ad gets the "pretentlousass-of- the-month" award: "I'd

rather be dead than cool.
Passionate, shy. wild Inside,
single male. 21. often times
kooky, agnostic liberal, curious,
forgiving, supportive friend,
iympatheUc listener, seeking
free-thlnklng, compassionate,
affectionate, playful/naughty,
single girl, who likes cuddling,
sharing feelings and stimulating
conversation. I enjoy mutual
questioning of ideas, philosophy, reading, movies, unbridled
silliness, playing guitar, dancing/thrashing to music and
occasionally tackling kite flying.
I like irreverence, candor,
nonconformity. Shy or bold
equally OK."
My. full of ourselves, aren't
we? Listen pal, for your next ad.
put your thesaurus away and
Just be yourself. If you're
honest. I'm sure your next ad
won't be nearly as long. Probably only a few words.
I'll be checking out the ads
again, so give me some doozics
Jim Good Is a sensitive,
balding, non-bearded guest
columnist for The News. Reach
him at goodjlmObgnet.bgsu.edu
or Personal Box HI. 210 West
HalL

"What?
Never been
married? And
you with a
manure pit
and all? I
can't believe
it."
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Court rules
in favor of
same-sex
harassment

Strike a pose

Captive gorilla dies after foiling from ledge
CLEVELAND - A 10-year-old lowland gorilla named Joe died
after he tumbled off a rocky ledge at the Cleveland Metroparks
Zoo.
A group waa touring the gorilla exhibit when Joe fell Sunday,
although there were no witnesses, zoo spokeswoman Susan Allen
said. A member of the tour said she thought she caught a glimpse
of the gorilla Jumping from the 7-foot ledge and hitting a tree
branch, which threw him off balance.
A volunteer leading the tour heard a thud and then found Joe
on the ground. Zoo keepers removed other gorillas from the exhibit and tried to revive him with cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
The 4-foot, 300-pound gorilla Injured his spinal cord and brain,
said Dr. Albert Lewandowski, the zoo's veterinarian. Lowland
gorillas are native to equatorial Africa.
Ms. Allen said it was unlikely Joe experienced any pain.
"It was very quick," she said. "When there is an Injury to the
spinal cord or the brain, It shuts down the body's system immediately."
The zoo obtained Joe and three other young male gorillas In
August 1994 from the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago. Soon after,
they escaped from their cage and ate buckets of dried fruit and
tossed around plants before being recaptured.
Five gorillas remain in the Metroparks Zoo's exhibit.

7he Associated Press

Ohio communities win $16 million for drug
courts
WASHINGTON - Ohio communities won a share of $16 million
being distributed as part of a federal drive to establish or beef up
special drug courts.
Those courts are a tool for communities Interested in treating
nonviolent drug offenders, and normally combine mandatory
drug testing, Judicial supervision, treatment and escalating
sanctions as an alternative to time behind bars.
On Tuesday, the Justice Department announced that Belmont
County, Ohio, is in line for an estimated $20,000; Cuyahoga
County, $385,000; Lucas County, $65,000; Mahoning County,
$11,450; Montgomery County, $665,000 for two separate grants
to the common pleas court; Richland County, $170,000; Ross
County, $12,232; Stark County, $17,793; Summit County,
$290,000; Tuscarawas, $19,457.
The grants were to be administered by different authorities in
each jurisdiction; in some counties, the common pleas court
sought the money while in other counties the Juvenile courts or
county commissioners made the applications.

Michigan county ruled to receive reimbursement from Ohio
CINCINNATI - An appeals court has ruled that a county in
Michigan should be reimbursed for the cost of apprehending a
fugitive sought by authorities in Ohio.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled 2-1 on Monday to
uphold a lower court's decision that Montgomery County must
reimburse Lapeer County, Mich., $112,076, plus interest, for the
Nov. 10,1992, arrest of Michael David Hild.
Elissa Cohen, an assistant Montgomery County prosecutor in
Dayton, did not return a telephone call seeking comment.
The Montgomery County sheriff in September 1992 Issued an
all-points bulletin for Hild's arrest. He was wanted in connection
with burglaries and was believed to be armed and dangerous, authorities said.
Hild's former wife, Carol Hild, called the Lapeer County sheriff on Nov. 10, 1992, to report that Hild was hiding at her apartment in that county. Lapeer County officers learned that Hild
was wanted in Montgomery County and teamed with Michigan
State Police to arrest him. Hild was shot in the leg as he tried to
flee the officers, authorities said.
Jacque Shepard of Columbus sketches a pelican at the Columbus Zoo Monday.

CINCINNATI - A federal appeals court ruled Monday that a
man can sue another man for
sexual harrassment.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that a Tennessee
man who works for Goodwill Industries in Knoxville can pursue
his complaint under Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
The ruling contradicts a ruling
from a federal appeals court In
New Orleans and is another indication that the issue of same-sex
harassment may have to be settled by the U.S. Supreme Court.
The 5th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled last year that
same-sex harassment claims are
not viable under the same statute
cited In the Tennessee case.
The Supreme Court In December Indicated a willingness to
look at the question of whether
same-sex harassment violates
federal law. The court has asked
the U.S. Justice Department for
its opinion but a response could
take months.
In the Louisiana case, an offshore oil rig worker said he was
sexually pursued and harassed
by bis male supervisor.
The Supreme Court, which
previously turned away several
appeals raising same-sex sexual
harassment claims, wont say
whether it will grant full review
of the 5th Circuit case until it
hears from the government.
In the Tennessee case. Goodwill employee Terry Yeary
claimed that a male supervisor
made repeated sexual advances,
and that Goodwill managers
knew.
- . .
The case has not been tried on
its merits. The appeals court
upheld a ruling from U.S. District Judge James Jarvis' ruling
in Knoxville that rejected the defendants' attempt to block the
case from going to trial.
Knoxville attorney Hugh
Bright Jr., one of the lawyers
representing Goodwill Industries, expects Jarvis to set a
trial date.
"All this opinion says is that
Mr. Yeary is entitled to have his
day in court," Bright said.

TRIAL
him. The only time Baker looked
up, he was crying and appeared
upset.

the courtroom.
Baker kept his head down
throughout Pac io's testimony and
Judge Gale Williamson inappeared to be concentrating on formed the courtroom prior to
a document he had in front of the day's proceedings that he and

the other two judges on the panel monies of the police officers Mho Coroner Dr. Douglas Hess and a beyond a reasonable doubt. The
were taken to the scene of the were first on the scene after DNA expert. Mayberry is guilt phase of the trial should be
murder Monday night to better Kane placed the 911 call mo- pleased with how the case has over [Wednesday], and if he's
gone thus far.
familiarize themselves with the ments before being stabbed.
found guilty, the mitigation
"Everything has gone as we've phase will begin."
neighborhood.
The prosecution is expected to
The morning portion of the finish their side of the case today expected," he said. "I think we've
The defense is expected to betrial centered around the testi- as they plan to call Wood County definitely established our case gin their case today.

FORENSICS

SPEAKER

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.
higher hopes for next year."
Jones said he hopes the fifth
place finish will bring recognition to the team.
"A lot of people didn't know the
speech team existed," he said.
Anne Zoeckler, junior interpersonal communications and
prelaw major, said she was
pleased with sixth place in ex-

temporaneous speaking.
"I was very happy with what
my result was," she said. "I am
very proud of the team."
According to Brandon, Phllana
Boles placed second in prose.
Scott Irelan placed sixth in
rhetorical criticism, sixth in
triathon, sixth in after-dinner
speaking and fourth in poetry,
Brandon said.

DAFFODIL
DAYS

Continued from page one.
Jackson said.
Another aspect of the evening's discussion was feminism.
Feminism is identifying oneself
with the belief of equal rights between sexes.
"Feminism has a different
meaning for different people,"
Jackson said.
Those who associate with fem-

inism fall under four different
categories.
People who do not know the
definition of feminism fall under
the category "unfamilarity." A
few people who express great
concern for the topic are called
"suspicious." Those who feel
they are feminists, but at some
point feel they are not, are called
"fence posters." And those who
give clear, direct answers are re-

ferred to as being "adamant."
The last focus of the discussion
was the Million Man March
There is a belief that the reason
women did not participate in the
march is because they can stress
their points of reason through
other ways
Men and women bond and
stress their points In different
ways depending on the subject at

hand, according to Jackson.
Larisha Whatley, a freshman
sports management major, said
the presentation was very beneficial because Jackson focused
on African-American women's
organizations.
"I did not realize that there
were many organizations
centered on African-American
women," Whatley said.

Join The
Newlove Family!
f

Some of the many quality locations:
• 228 South Collage: Free gas heat, water, sewer
■ 222 South College: Free gas, heat, water, sewer
• 320 Elm: Free gas heat, water, sewer
• 401-407 S. Enterprise: Courtyard Apartments
• 114 S. Main: Above downtown business
• 117 North Main: Above downtown business
• 134 North Main: Above downtown business
• 725 Ninth: Free water & sewer. Cats okay.

MARCH 17»9AM-5PM

Join the American
Cancer Society in
raising money to
support cancer
research, education
& patient services
by ordering
Daffodils for a
friend, co-worker
or family member.

NEWI9VE

ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
are invited to join together for a community-wide
luncheon to celebrate BGSU's First Anniversary

SPIRIT DAY
Hosted by President Sidney A. Ribeau

Rentals
►352-5620
(f 328S.MahT~
Call or stop in our office
for more information

For ordering information,
contact Linda at 372-8725

■i

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND:
THE STUDENT JAZZ BAND COMBO
LUNCH PROVIDED BY THE UNIVERSITY UNION
$2.75 (including tax)
Advance tickets may be purchased in the Union Dining Halls
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Du Pont trial ends in murder conviction
Mental
illness
deemed the
cause for
homicide
rhe Associated Press
MEDIA, Pa. - A jury decided

Tuesday that multimillionaire
John E. du Pont was a murderer
but spared him
life in prison,
agreeing that mental illness
played a role in his fatal shooting
of an Olympic wrestler.
Du Pont was convicted of thirddegree murder, but also found
mentally ill in the Jan. 26, 1996,
shooting of David Schultz. The
verdict means the chemical fortune heir will likely spend time in
a mental hospital and go to
prison only if he is deemed
cured.

Third-degree murder, or murder without premeditation, carries a maximum penalty of 20 to
40 years in prison, but du Pont
could be free on parole after as
little as five years.
Du Pont, appearing in court
with long, greasy, gray hair and a
scraggly beard, stared dispassionately ahead when the verdict
was read. His attorneys embraced.
"It could have been a lot
worse," defense attorney Thomas Bergstrom said. "I think

they came to a result we can live
with."
Schultz's father, Phillip, said
the jury apparently compromised, "but I think he's going to
be spending his life in prison, one
way or another, metaphorically
or in truth."
District Attorney Patrick Meehan noted that cynics had predicted du Pont "would use his enormous financial resources to ensure he that he never stood trial
at all."
The guilty verdict "is a vin-

Troops exposed
to dangerous gas
CIA warning
not heeded in
Persian Gulf
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - A Pentagon investigation has determined that
in 1991 the CIA warned the Army
about the possible exposure of
U.S. troops to chemical weapons
during the Persian Gulf crisis,
Tb* New York Times reported
Tuesday.
Negligence on the part of the
Army, which did not confirm the
CIA's findings, may have exposed more than 20,000 American troops to nerve gas and other
chemicals when the soldiers
were ordered to demolish a depot
in March 1991, the newspaper
said.
Two newly released declassified CIA reports undermine the
Pentagon's repeated assertion
that they were unaware of the
possible exposure until last year.
The CIA told the Army that investigators had found direct evidence that U.S. troops carried out

the demolition, the newspaper
said.
The documents show that the
agency informed the Army in
November 1991 that United Nations investigators visited ruins
of the Kamisiyah ammunition
depot in southern Iraq and found
damaged rockets filled with
sarin, a nerve gas.
The United Nations uncovered
an empty American-issued crate
with markings suggesting it had
held American military demolition charges used to destroy the
depot. One 1991 report warned of
"the risk of chemical contamination" of American troops as a result of the demolition.
The Army, however, failed to
conduct a thorough Investigation
and the information was put
aside for more than four years,
according to the report.
A Pentagon spokesman said
last week that it was unclear why
the documents had not been
made public last year, in the
midst of investigations by Congressional committees and a
White House panel into complaints by soldiers who became
ill after their return from the
Iraqi conflict.

dication for the criminal justice
system, which holds all people
equal before the law," Meehan
said. "He can now get some of
the mental treatment he needs
and that's just."
Jurors, who have been sequestered for a week, declined to
comment.
Both sides agreed that du Pont,
58, was mentally ill when he shot
Schultz, 36, outside the wrestler's
home on du Font's suburban
Philadelphia estate, Foxcatcher
Farm.

The Associated Press
DALLAS ~ The FBI dropped a
nationwide terrorist-threat advisory after a U-Haul truck suspected of carrying the makings

of a huge bomb turned out to be
loaded with baking powder.
The advisory was posted after
witnesses said two men had
loaded the truck with 30 gallons
of diesel fuel and blue containers
of what appeared to be thousands
of pounds of fertilizer. Together,
they could make a bomb similar
to the one that killed 168 people
at the Oklahoma City federal
building.
The blue containers turned out
to be carrying "baking powder

Defense lawyers said du Pont
was a paranoid schizophrenic
who fancied himself as the Dalai
Lama, the Christ Child and other
grandiose figures and believed
Schultz was part of an international conspiracy to kill him.

Slidin'
„.:..-■—""

A •iocUicd Prcu photo

Danielle Wolf, 13, lakes advantage of the newly-fallen snow to slide down the bank of a drainage ditch in Hays, Kan., Monday.

FBI terrorist advisory canceled
Truck suspected
of toting fertilizer
contained only
baking powder

Prosecutors said his illness
stopped short of legal insanity
and said du Pont killed Schultz
because he was jealous of the respect the 1984 Olympic gold
medalist commanded in the
wrestling world.

for use as an antiseptic in scrub- Monday night after the truck and
bing floors and tiles," a federal its two occupants were located in
law enforcement official in Atlanta.
Washington said Tuesday on
"The FBI and ATF now believe
condition of anonymity.
The FBI advisory had noted ... that there is no substance to
that Friday is the fourth anniver- the fears that two men driving a
sary of the raid on the Branch U-Haul truck were accumulating
Davidian compound near Waco in materials to build a bomb," the
which six cult members and four FBI said Tuesday.
The two men live In the area of
agents of the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms were Haltom City, outside Fort Worth,
said Les Martz, ATF agent in
killed.
The advisory was canceled charge of the Dallas division.

WHO IS FREDDIE?
WHO IS FRIEDA?
&Q8(b(3QG>Qi]l] gQEDQ ©0*

Around the Nation
Anesthesiologist given sentence for drug
shortchanging
WILKES-BARRE, Pa. - After patients complained of excruciating pain on the operating table, a hospital suspected there
was a problem with the anesthesia and sent two intravenous drug
bags to the laboratory for analysis.
The mixtures, prepared by Dr. Frank Ruhl Peterson, were
found to contain only trace amounts of painkillers.
The anesthesiologist, it turned out, was shortchanging the
patients and diluting the medication to feed his own drug habit.
On Tuesday, Peterson, 45, was sentenced to 10 to 23 months in
prison.

ONE BEDROOM

FREEH

Winthrop Terrace and
Summit Terrace
Apartments

Bring this coupon in for
one free cookie with any
beverage purchase
Feb. 24 - Feb. 28

352-9135
piBHEssisisa

N*

Stiver fRiver Cafe
Coffee Mouse

FREE Shuttle Service every 20 minutes
from school to home
email: winthrop@wcnet.org

Kreischer Sundial Food Court
Mon - Fri 8:30- 10:30 pm Only

dO fl&GDC3 ©QOQ*

TWO BEDROOM

SUMMIT TERRACE

WINTHROP TERRACE

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Stiver %iver Cafe and Coffee House

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Located in Kreischer Sundial Foodcourt

■ ■Ill III! ,

Cafe Hours: Monday-Friday 5:00pm-8:30pm
Coffee House Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30pm-10:30pm

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes,
and Apartments

f

Come check out some of
our new menu items!
Onion Rings
Breaded Shrimp
Mexican Pizza
Bacon Swiss Burger
Panini Sandwiches
Sirloin Steak

iiiiHMitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
fQO*l MOUtMO
0»»0»tu«nr

V-

(across from Taco Bell)
I

SILVER RIVER
Cat*

J

Marinated Chicken
Linguini
Baked Potatoes
Salads
Unique Desserts
Mocktails

Enjoy a wide variety of coffee,
cappuccino, latte', and mocha at
the Coffee House.
j
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Entertainment

Brandon Wray
Entertainment Editor
372-2603

'Party of
Five' brings
real life to
television

What's with
all the hype?

The Associated Press

Pray discusses
making of
documentary

CULVER CITY, Calif. - "Do
you think Charlie and Grace
should stay together?" Christopher Keyser, executive producer of Fox's "Party of Five,"
slyly asks his interviewer.
"Or are you rooting for Kirsten
to come back?" injects his partner, Amy Lippman, eyebrows
scrunched together.
Wait a minute here! You guys
are the masters of Charlie's fate.
Besides, what pressure!
OK, if you must know - Frankly, Charlie needs to grow up and
get his act together so he doesn't
leave another woman at the altar.
There, you have It
"Well, he is growing up a lot
more with this relationship with
Grace," Keyser responds. "It's a
lot more mature, and you'll see
that as he deals with her issues."
It's here at Sony studios that
the partners conjure up the
traumas and tribulations of five
orphaned San Francisco siblings
who have become one of TV's
favorite and, dare we say, bestlooking families.
The Salinger family consists of
stubble-faced Charlie (Matthew
Fox, 30), a reformed philanderer
who runs the family restaurant
and tries to act as a father, Bailey
(Scott Wolf, 28), the anguished
college freshman who's wrestling with an addiction; Julia
(Neve Campbell, 23), a bullheaded high school senior who's
already experienced several
romantic entanglements; Claudia
(Lacey Chabert, 14), a precocious
eighth-grader and violin player
who's well beyond her years and
Owen (4-year-old twins Andrew
and Steven Cavarno), who rarely
has any camera time.
In its third season, the show's
ratings are nothing to boast about
(the Nielsen rating for last
week's episode was 63 out of 107
primetime shows). It draws the
kind of demographic sought by
both advertisers and the Fox
Broadcasting Co.
Outside stage 18, where the series is filmed, a group of wideeyed female fans who met
through an online "Party of Five"
bulletin board and have flown
here from all over the country
are spending the day meeting the
cast and collecting autographs.
They cooed the most over Wolf,
a Tom Cruise look-alike who appeared in the movie "The Evening Star." Campbell, too, has ventured onto the big screen, appearing in "Scream."
Much of the show's success
comes from the chemistry of the
dark-haired cast, who could pass
as real-life siblings, and the gritty, emotional storylines.
Just in the last few months, the
Salingers have dealt with racism,
mental illness, suicide and flagrant affairs.
"It Is the most realistic, heartwrenching drama on primetime,"
said fan Lisa Hemameh, 24, from
Roseville, Miss. "Everyone can
relate to their problems."

A crowd moshes at a 1992 Pearl Jam show in Seattle.

pkM* by Charki Pttcram

Film looks at media blitz
Directors
explore how
subcultures
are changed

and the logging industry whose
flannel and work boots Inspired a thousand mall
"Grunge Sections."
Pray and producer Steve
Helvey found very knowledgable insiders to interview such
as: Sub Pop Records cofounders Jonathan Pbneman
and Bruce Pavitt, Eddie VedBy Brandon Wray
der, front man for Pearl Jam,
The BC News
Charles Peterson, a photogra"Hype!" a new film about the pher whose work appeared on
Seattle music scene in the last the cover of many of the Sub
ten years, is definite must-see Pop releases, Jack Endino, who
for music fans and people who produced the first releases of
want to see an intelligent look many of the bands, and Kim
Thayil, guitarist for Soundgarat society.
Making use of live concert den.
Endino, called the "Godfootage, interviews and media
clips director Doug Pray father of Grunge" by many
creates a very entertaining and local Seattlites, serves as the
insightful film that is fast- film's unofficial narrator.
The interviewees present a
paced and never boring.
The film features live per- thorough look at the developformances by Nirvana, Sound- ment of the Seattle scene. Acgarden, Pearl Jam, Seven Year cording to Endino and Peterson,
Bitch, Seaweed, Alice In Chains things really got moving in the
and the Posies. Highlights of mid-eighties. Many of the
those clips include the first- bands that are big today are
ever live performance of descendents of some of the o"Smells Like Teen Spirit" by riginal bands.
Eddie Vedder talked about
Nirvana and "This Is Not For
You" taken from Pearl Jam's how the music and bands were
exploited by the music in"Self Pollution 95" radio show.
The film really captures the dustry and media. He said that
look and feel of Seattle. It has he felt guilty of his band's sucshots of the rain-soaked streets cess when so many of the ear-

lier groups are equally deserving of the same success. The
Sub Pop publicist said she got a
call from the New York Times
asking her about "grunge"
slang. Not knowing any she
told them to give her a word
and she'd make up out of nowhere, the "grunge, equivalent."
The whole film is informative and tries to get to the heart
of what made Seattle happen.
According to the owners of
Sub Pop, a lot of the hype was
based on lies and self promotion. Not out of greed, they
said, but simply because because it was funny.
One of the most moving
scenes in the film is showing
how Seattle dealt with the
death of Kurt Cobain. There
are scenes of the candle-light
vigils and benefit concerts.
The end of the film deals
with how Seattle is recovering
from everything that happened. The final scene is a
graphic that states "Your Town
is Next."
"Hype!" is playing at Gish
Film Theatre at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m. Admission is $2. "Hype!"
is brought to campus by UAO
in conjunction with Gotham
Entertainment and Guess.

Palance compares life to 'tree'
The Associated Press
TEHACHAPI. Calif. - It's been
more than 40 years since Jack
Palance filled the big screen as
the Angel of Death, the hired gun
who smirks, then kills In the movie "Shane."
It's been a fast six years since
the 77-year-old star used a onehanded push-up at the Academy
Awards to advertise he was an
actor looking for work.
These days, the actor who added a sinister elegance to villainy
and contributed to the Golden
Age of television with his "live"

star turn in "Requiem for a Heavyweight," compares his life and
career to that of a tree.
Palance considers himself an
oak, like the ones that spread
their acorns across the rolling
hills of his 1,300-acre cattle
ranch in the cradle of the fog-shrouded Tehachapi Mountains,
100 miles due north of Hollywood.
Trees often get a better deal in
life than people, Palance figures,
and he has expressed those sentiments in a book-length poem
called "The Forest of Love,"
which details a man's frank

veamlngs for love and intimacy
with women through the autumn
of his years.
Palance gives poetry readings
at college campuses and bookstores throughout the country.
And, If his public is somewhat
surprised at such sensitivity
from one of filmdom's fiercest
bad guys, fans were equally
blown away when he pulled his
on-camera stunt after winning
his best supporting actor Oscar
for playing the curmudgeonly
Curly in "City Slickers."

local personalities were, at first,
somewhat reluctant to talk because they thought this was just
another "Hollywood" group coming in to exploit them.
"I called a few friends and
some friends of friends and
By Brandon Wray
asked, if we came up, would they
The BC News
be willing to talk to us. To my astonishment, the response, though
What happens when a subcul- hardly enthusiastic, was mostly
ture goes mass culture and be- positive," Pray said. "People told
comes "the next big thing"?
me there would be room for
Doug Pray, director of the Se- something that would be an
attle documentary "Hype!" said alternative to the insane massthat was his main reason for media coverage, which everyone
wanting to explore the birthplace was sick of."
of "grunge music."
In the four years since they
"We were not interested in started work on "Hype!" Pray
making the 'grunge movie' be- and Helvey compiled a truly incause the world had already seen dependent film that was not
enough of it and was sick of it," financed by any major film stuPray said. "We wanted to step dio.
back from the situation and look
Pray said he was initially cyniat the musical underground cal about the idea of documentscene that was so compelling, it ing the Seattle scene.
changed all of pop culture. That's
"Usually by the time somereally the story, how a few people thing gets big, it's usually over
and a few bands really changed because the original people inthe world."
volved get sick of it," Pray
Producer Steve Helvey first said. "In the film, people talk
proposed the idea of doing a about the relief they felt in 1990
documentary on Seattle in the when they thought the hype was
fall of 1992 at the height of the dying down,but they had no idea
media onslaught and around the what was going to come in the
time when the city was first put next few years."
to celluloid In Cameron Crowe's
One problem Pray had to deal
"Singles." All the main bands had with was the death of Kurt Cohit It big, such as Nirvana, Alice bain. He had to decide how to
in Chains, Soundgarden and handle that In the film.
Pearl Jam, and the media and re"His death symbolized the end
cord companies were rummag- of something, but we didn't want
ing through Seattle looking for our movie to be the Nirvana stothe next one. Pray agreed to It ry, so we had to deal with It only
because he wanted to find out as much as we thought approwhy it happened. He was not priate," Pray said.
looking for the story behind the
Pray said that it is good now
music, but the hype. Seattle was that the fad is over and that Seatthe perfect case study for look- tle has gone back to being as
ing at the idea of hype and celeb- normal as it could be.
rity, Pray said.
"The musicians no longer have
"I wanted to make a movie that to hang their heads down in emwould be a rock 'n' roll film that barrasment," Pray said. "Back
someone in his 60's could also get then, all these that bands that
and understand as a portrait of were really different got lumped
our society and our culture. I'm into the grunge thing. It apreally happy when people who peared like everyone was jumpsee It say,'I'd never even heard of ing on the bandwagon if you were
Soundgarden.but I loved the film a band playing in the Pacific
and want to buy their records," Northwest."
Or, 'Now I understand what hap"Hype!" was Pray's first feapened in Seattle,'" Pray said.
ture film, although he has directAfter talking to some friends in ed many music videos. Pray said*
the area, Pray and Helvey de- that he has gotten a few offers
cided to move up there and start for other projects and that good
the task of filming the docu- things are happening to him bementary. Pray said some of the cause of "Hype!"

Entertainment Briefs
Woman displays "eye-popping" talent
CHICAGO - Klmberly Goodman believes that everyone Is
born with a gift. Hers just happens to be particularly eyepopping - literally.
Goodman can spring the orbs right out of her head.
She discovered the bizarre talent about five years ago when
her eye came out of its socket while she was taking off a Halloween mask.
David Letterman was so Impressed with the ocular stunt that
he featured her on Monday night's "Late Show with David Letterman Video Special 3."

FREE PASS Thursdoy Only! FREE PASS Thursday Only'

FALCON TENNIS
Friday

28th

SATURDAY, MARCH

1st

BKU
Showgirl
Fantasy
Night
Thursday
Check out the Best of the Best!
The Original
"Skin-to-Win"

Amateur
Contest
tonight.
$200 Grand Prize!

LLAMAZOO
at Findlay
2:30 pm

loads

Women's Basketball

March 3,4,5

Check her out live!!
ATMBESEIEI

(35 S Byrne Rd • Toledo • 5J1-0079 htlp //www showgirl com

BATTIC TH€ BOBCATS
BG vs. OU
Anderson Arena- 7:00 p.m.
Free Admisson with BGSU ID
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Sports

Blake Parkins.
Sports Editor
372-2602

'Game of the Year' awaits Falcons
Second-place
OU a big test
By SCOTT BROWN
The BG News

Ticket pick-up set for MAC Tournament game
There is not a student pick-up policy for Saturday's men's basketball game against Central Michigan.
The game, set for a 1:30 p.m. tip-off, Is the regular season
finale.
Tickets will have to be picked up - and purchased by University students - for a Mid-American Conference Tournament quarterfinal game to be held Tuesday night at Anderson Arena.
That game, against an undetermined opponent, could start at
either 7 p.m. or 8:30 p.m., depending on whether the women's
basketball team is able to secure a home game in the tournament.
The women would play at 6 p.m.
Due to MAC guidelines, students with a valid University ID
are required to pay $2 for a ticket, available now through Tuesday at the ticket office Inside Memorial Hall.
General admission and reserved tickets are also available for
the tournament game. General admission is $5, while bench and
chair reserved are $7 and $8, respectively.
Tickets to the MAC Final Four at the SeaGate Center in Toledo
next weekend are available through TlcketMaster.

Another one of those games
awaits the Falcon men's basketball team tonight.
The Mid-American Conference
regular season title hangs in the
balance as BG (20-7 overall, 12-4
MAC) visits Athens to take on
second-place Ohio (16-8, 11-5) in
what is simply the conference's
"Game of the Year" (7 p.m.,
WBGU-FM).
A victory coupled with a Miami
loss to Ball State clinches the
outright title for the Falcons.
Even should the Redskins win,
BG would only need a victory because there is no better way to can to prepare as well as we can
over last place Central Michigan leave your senior year than as to put our team in a position to
in Saturday's season finale for MAC champs.
win the game."
"We are going to do all we can
BG could be walking into a trap
the title.
A loss, however, clouds the pic- - I know I am individually - to in Athens, however. The Bobcats
ture and opens the door for a not let us lose this game."
are on a roll, having won seven of
possible three-way tie atop the
The Falcons are in position to eight since a 72-S9 loss at Bowlconference.
claim their first conference title ing Green on Jan. 29.
The Falcons, however, are in since 1983. That BG team was
Ed Sears and Curtis Simmons,
no mood to share.
also the last to reach 20 victories. the Bobcats' twin towers inside,
"The way it's coming down
"I'm not concerned where this have spearheaded that run.
now, every game is the biggest of rates in importance [in my ca- Those two average a combined 30
our careers," senior point guard reer]," BG coach Jim Larranaga points to compliment point guard
Antonio Daniels said. "This is es- said. "I'm just getting ready to
pecially means a lot for Jay and I play them, to do the best that we
• See TEST, page seven.

SCOTT BROWN
Men's Basketball

BG must play
big on road

Tonight's game, being the last
regular-season home contest. Is
also Senior Night. Bowling Green
has four seniors in the program.

Just prior to tip-off of Bo wllng
Green's game against Toledo
Saturday night, a sheet of paper
was shuffled down press row to
my location high In the Anderson
Arena rafters.
I surveyed this Innocentlooking little item and shuddered
- it was my request form for
press credentials to the NCAA
Tournament.
That's the NCAA Tournament,
as in the Big Dance, the Field of
64, etc.
This was my first realization
that a bid for the 1996-97 Bowling
Green Falcon men's basketball
team was a real possibility.
Gulp.
Regardless of whether the Falcons can get the Mid-American
Conference's automatic bid with
a tournament win In Toledo next
week, BG is a legitimate "bubble
team," meaning it has a chance
go either way.
At 20-7 overall and 12-4 and
perched at the top of the conference, the Falcons have every
reason to be in the hunt. But the
skeptics, myself included, still
think BG has something to prove.
Namely, BG has to win a big
game on the road.
OK, so the Falcons won at Purdue back on Nov. 30. It was a big
win, probably a Top 10 all-time
victory for the program. Victories over teams like the Boilermakers, who are in the upper division of the Big 10, go a long way
to making or breaking a "bubble
team" come Selection Sunday.
But BG hasn't gotten a big road
win since. Sure, since Purdue the
Falcons have beaten Wright
State, Western Michigan, Akron,
Toledo and Kent on the road, but
each of those were squads BG
should have beaten.
The Falcons have lost on the
road to Central Michigan, Ball
State, Eastern Michigan and
Miami, all tough places to play
where BG had chances to win but didn't.
BG can harp all it wants about
its 20 victories (keep In mind that
the win over Division in Tiffin
doesn't count in the NCAA's
eyes), and its big home wins over
teams like EMU and Ohio and
Miami.
But to really get some respect,
BG needs to get a big road victory - which brings us to tonight.
Ohio has been the best team in
the MAC over the second half of
the season, excluding a burp on
the road against Toledo last
week. The Bobcats have won seven of eight since a 72-59 loss at
BG on Jan. 29.
A victory would, assuming a
win over last-place CMU at home
Saturday, give BG an outright
MAC title. This season, the MAC
can probably expect two bids especially if there Is an outright
regular season champion and another of the top teams -- say
Miami or Ohio - wins the conference tournament.

• See REVENGE, page seven.

• See BROWN, page seven.

BC fit wi Photo by Doug Kbrenoviky

Falcon center Kill Cowan puts up a shot against Toledo Saturday.

Falcons want revenge
BG, minus Billiter, looks to knock
off Bobcats, improve MAC position
ment surprised even Clark to a
point.
"I haven't been around too
many teams that have gotten betBowling Green's women's bas- ter In February," Clark said.
ketball team will try to rebound "This team has been able to do
from Saturday's epic loss at that."
Toledo with a victory over Ohio
The Bobcats are virtually
University tonight. A win would locked into sixth place in the
give the Falcons an edge in the MAC, currently holding an 8-8
race to host a Mid-American league mark. The Falcons,
Conference Tournament quar- meanwhile, stand at 10-6 and are
terfinal game.
tied for fourth place with Ball
Last time out, the Bobcats State. Bowling Green needs to
turned a six-point half time defi- claim at least the fourth position
cit into a six-point win, 65-59. But - Miami is one game ahead in
since that game, the teams have third -- to host a first-round
traveled down opposite paths. contest.
Ohio lost five of its next seven
"I know it's a big game for us,"
games, including its last three, Clark said. "We come in here
while the Falcons reeled off a six- with our back against the wall a
game winning streak that was little bit. I think at this time of
halted by Toledo.
year, coming off a loss, it's really
"We're much more confident Important to play well and get a
[this time around]," Falcon coach win."
Jacl Clark said. "We've played
The Bobcats will likely be
better as a unit offensively, and without star senior guard Natalie
at the same time we've main- Brill, who has missed the last six
tained good defense and reboud- game due to injury and is doubting."
ful for tonight's game. Junior
After the last Ohio game, Clark center Gwyneth Ballard, an Allshuffled her starting lineup, in- MAC candidate, leads Ohio with
serting freshman point guard 16.7 points and 6.7 rebounds per
Jaymec Wappes and sophomore game.
center Jacki Raterman. Those
In the January meeting, the
two, along with freshman guard Falcons shut down Britt and BalSherry Kahle, who started at lard, but were beaten by point
Ohio, sparked a resurgence
guard Renee Robare, who came
among the Falcons that resulted
up with key shots, key assists and
in six straight wins.
key steals throughout the game.
The Bowling Green improve- But Clark thinks the Falcons beat
By JASON McMAHON
The BC News

BC Newi Phwo by Jeremy Mania

Senior center Michelle Terry is one of four Falcons to be honored tonight at Senior Night.

f

451 Frazee Avenue
3 large bedrooms,
air conditioning, dish
washers, microwaves,
and fireplaces
Next to Columbia Courts
224 E. Wooster.
..352-0717

JCPenney

Sophomore guard Chrissy Billiter will miss tonight's game
with an injured calf. Clark described the injury as a pulled
muscle, possibly a torn muscle.
She said she didn't think Billiter
would play at
Central Michigan on Saturday, either, and
her chances of
returning for
next week's
MAC Tournam e n t are
"questionable."
Billiter has
Billiter
been one of the
top reserves for the Falcons this
year after Kahle took her spot in
the starting lineup. She Is averaging 7.3 points and 3.7 rebounds,
ranking fourth on the team In
both categories, In 22.S minutes
of action per game.
Seniors have their night

Visit JCPenney for your
Spring Break: Needs.

Get

OFF
%

any in store regular price merchandise
with your BCSU student ID

9\[pzu Leasing
2 Bedroom furnished and unfurnished
May and August 1997

Choose from a variety of top name brands.
Nike apparel, Silvertab jeans, champion, Levi and
much more.

1 or 2 btdroom summer only
limited avaiiable

BG Store Only!

2 Blocks from Campus

Woodland Mai!

h

Billiter out with injury

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Greenbriar, Inc.
NEW BUILDINGS
FOR 1997

themselves.
"I think it was us," Clark said.
"We had a lot of opportunities
and just stalled."

I

480 Lehman

I

354-3533
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•SWIMMING-

Swimmers look to MAC meet
By MIKE LEONARD
The BC News
Bowling Green's swim teams
are now in the home stretch of
their respective seasons.
The women's team will compete in the Mid-American Conference Championship meet at
Eastern Michigan this weekend,
while the MAC Championships
for the men will take place next
weekend at Miami University.
According to head swimming
coach Randy Julian, the meets
cannot come soon enough for the
Falcons.
"Everyone is
tired of waiting," Julian
said. "Everybody is antsy
and that's a
good sign."
Assistant
coach Kendra
Akers echoes
Julian's senti'ulian
ments, saying the women's team
is ready for this weekend's festivities.
The weekend begins Wednesday at 7 am. for the Falcon women, as they will have their final
warm-up for the meet before go-

"Everyone is tired of waiting. Everybody is
antsy, and that's a good sign."

tions," Simpson said. "I feel really good, so there is a definite
possibility I could win."
From the recruiting front

ing to Ypsilanti at 8 am.
The Mid-American Conference
Women's Championship will take
place Thursday, Friday and Satuday, with the preliminary
events beginning at noon and
final events beginning at 7 p.m.
The meet will take place at the
Michael H. Jones Natatorium on
the campus of Eastern Michigan
University.
A tale of two freshmen
BG's best hopes for individual
MAC championships will come
from freshmen Bethany Budde
and Nancy Simpson.
Budde will look to bring home
gold in the 100- and 200-yard
breaststrokes, where her times
are among the top three in the
MAC. Despite her times, Budde
remains pragmatic about her
chances to win the breaststroke

Randy Julian
This week has already been a
Falcon swimming coach busy one for Randy Julian, even
before the MAC Championships.
Julian spent the past weekend
titles outright.
scouting recruits for the Falcons
at the Ohio High School Athletic
"I dont think that I can win Association Swimming Chamthem," Budde said. "Last year's pionships in Canton. He emerged
champion looks like she'll'be go- from the meet happy with the
ing really fast I'm going to try success of some prospective reand get into the top three."
cruits.
Due to NCAA recruiting rules,
Simpson has been flirting with Julian cannot mention names.
the BG record books in the 100- However, Julian said he is exand 200-yard backstrokes all cited about the prospective reseason. Simpson's swimming cruiting class of 1997.
times have been career highs in
the two events this season. Her
"We could have top-eight finsuccess, however, has not gone ishers [at the state meets] from
unnoticed and she remains leery Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Pennas to her prospects of winning sylvania and possibly New York
any individual titles.
entering our program next year."
Julian said. "It has been a good
The two freshmen will not week on the recruiting trail.''
compete in their best events until
Friday's meet, although Simpson
Julian will have a chance to get
may be placed into the 50-yard a better look at his Ohio prosfreestyle Thursday.
pects as the Ohio Seniors Championship comes to Cooper Pool
"I don't like to give predic- this weekend.

Morris deal could be in works
However, not long after the
season ended, Morris kept hearPLANT CITY, Fla - Who bats ing that the Reds were trying to
over .300 most years and still has unload him. First it was a ruto hear his name mentioned in mored deal with Atlanta for Fred
trade talk? Cincinnati Reds first McGrif f, and later for DeShields,
who signed with St. Louis.
baseman Hal Morris.
Bowden doesn't deny the trade
"I was having dinner with
Boonie (Reds second baseman talks, but he doesn't like to talk
Bret Boone) when it came on about them now.
(ESPN) that the Reds were going
"That's behind us," Bowden
to trade us and sign Delino DeShields," Morris said. "I don't said. "McGrif f is in Atlanta and
care who you are, you dont like Hal is with us, and we're happy to
to hear you name mentioned like have him."
But Morris figures that is not
that."
Morris batted .313 last season, the end of the trade possibilities.
"Who knows what they're
his fifth time above .310 in seven
seasons with the Reds. He had thinking now, but I'm prepared to
career highs of 16 home runs and move on any given day," he said
80 RBIs despite missing 20 "If they came in here right now
and said, 'You're going to the Togames.
The Associated Press

kyo Giants," there's nothing I can
do.
"It's a better situation for me
here because we have an opportunity to win, but after a while,
you're deluged by (rumors) and
you just have to take it all in
stride. You're just resigned to
your fate."
The Reds hold the option year
on Morris' contract, which would
pay him $3.5 million in 1998. It
wouldn't surprise him if they decline to exercise it.
"In the game in this day and
age, so much has to do with how
much money you make rather
than what you can do on the
field," Morris said. "I try not to
think about what's going to happen. I approach every year as If
it were my last, so if somebody

"I don't care who you
are, you don't like to
hear your name
mentioned like that."
Hal Morris
Cincinnati Reds first baseman
wants me back, great."
Morris, who will be 32 in April,
is taking a correspondence
course to complete his biology
degree from the University of
Michigan and he plans to pursue
an MBA.
"I'm not going to stick around,
bouncing from team to team," he
said. "I'd like to play three or
four more years and then go out
on my own terms."

REVENGE
Continued from page six.
Center Michelle Terry, a product of Springfield North, has
been with Bowling Green since
transferring from Purdue after
her freshman campaign. She
started every game this season"
until the shakeup and has thrived
in a reserve role. She is the
team's second-best rebounder at
4.9 boards per game, and ranks
third in scoring with a 10.3 clip.
Forward Candy Day also is finishing her career as a Falcon
after beginning elsewhere. The
Jackson Center native began at
Roberts Wesleyan College (Rochester, N.Y.) before coming to
Bowling Green last season.
"Both Michelle and Candy

WASHINGTON - President
Clinton will mark the 50th anniversary of Jackie Robinson's
major league debut by attending
ceremonies during the game between the Los Angeles Dodgers
and the New York Mets on April
15.
Clinton will speak from the

field during the fifth inning at
Shea Stadium, baseball officials
said. Robinson, who played for
the Brooklyn Dodgers from
1947-56, broke the major leagues'
color barrier when he played his
first game on April 15, 1947,
against the Boston Braves at Ebbets Field in Brooklyn.
"On the evening of April 15th,
the president of the United States

will attend the Mets versus Dodgers game up at Shea Stadium
which will honor Jackie Robinson
on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of his first appearance
in the big show," White House
spokesman Mike McCurry said.
"Mrs. Robinson and other members of the Robinson family are
going to be there."
Robinson, who died in 1972,

will be honored in many ceremonies around the major
leagues. Acting commissioner
Bud Selig and Rachel Robinson Jackie's widow - will hold a news
conference in New York on
Thursday to announce the plans.
Teams will wear patches this
season to commemorate the
breakthrough, and they will use
special balls with a Robinson logo

COLUMBUS, Ohio - The game
means almost nothing in the Big
Ten standings, but could mean
everything to the two teams in a
couple of weeks.
When Michigan State visits
Ohio State Wednesday night,
neither team can afford a loss if
they hope to be doing much more
than watching the NCAA and
National Invitation Tournaments
on television.
Another loss in its last four
games and Michigan State (13-10
overall, 6-8 in the Big Ten) can
just about kiss goodbye any

dreams of making the NCAA
tournament.
•They're thinking that if they
win out, they can get into the
tournament," Ohio State coach
Randy Avers said. "You've got to
think that if you're 10-8 in this
league, that should get you in the
NCAA tournament"
One more loss in its final four
games and Ohio State (10-13,5-9)
will be doomed to its fourth
straight losing season - something that has never happened
before in the school's 98 years of
basketball.
Four wins and the Buckeyes
still could be invited to the NIT.

"If you want to do anything
postseason, we have to win our
last four," Ayers said. "So this is
a big, big game. Plus, we've done
a good job at home this year and
a win will help our confidence
and our consistency."
Neither team has been a juggernaut of late. The Spartans had
lost seven of eight before beating
Penn State 71-57 Saturday. The
Buckeyes have dropped two in a
row and four of five.
Those facts call into question a
strong finish by either team.
Michigan State closes with
games at second-ranked Minnesota and at home against Wiscon-

MID AM MANOR

Geno Ford's 18.3 per game average.
"This is going to be a great
game. These are two great
teams," Larranaga said. "Ohio Is
having a terrific year."
Daniels is matched up with
Ford, while the other matchups
are as follows: DeMar Moore will
cover Ohio's Corey Reed (4.1
ppg). Jay Larranaga gets Diante
Flenorl (6.3 ppg). Kirk Cowan
gets Sears and Anthony Stacey
gets Basra Fahkir (4.1 ppg).
When Simmons comes off the
bench, Stacey gets the defensive
assignment.
The Falcons will want to push
the tempo of this game, something they haven't done much on
the road this season. Ohio did dictate the tempo of the teams' earlier meeting this season,
however, but the Falcons still
came away with a convincing
victory.
"Probably the key to this ballgame will be who executes its
game plan better," Larranaga
said. "I expect there will be some
outstanding performances. I'm
sure somebody wont have a
great game.
"I expect this to be very similar to our Eastern Michigan
game," Larranaga continued, alluding to the record crowd that
packed Anderson Arena for that
game on Feb. 15. "It should be a
very enthusiastic crowd and a

during their home openers in
April.
"Major league baseball is
elated that the president has accepted its invitation to celebrate
the legacy of Jackie Robinson,"
Selig said "It is an important day
for the game, as well as the nation, as it signifies the breaking
down of one of our society's most
significant barriers."

NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

352-4380

Call Now!!!!
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG

In a 69-56 loss to Iowa Saturday
night, which dropped the Buckeyes' record to 9-3 at home, their
two leading scorers combined for
four points. Damon Stringer, who
has had a breakthrough season in
many regards, missed all seven
shots from the field and went
scoreless. He came in averaging
<Randy Ayers 15.2 points a game. Shaun
Onlo State coach Stonerook, averaging 12.1 points
and 8 rebounds, had four points
and one rebound.
sin and Indiana Ohio State
rounds out its regular schedule at
Ayers said he wasnt worried.
Penn State and Illinois before a
home date March 9 against Mich"Young guys, they do that
igan.
every now and then," Ayers said.

"Ifyou want to do
anything post-season,
we have to win our
last four."

Sec Jane ask Dick.
"Where is the p.in>"'

tTHE

WHERE IS JANE0

USA Mobile PAGERS
$9.95
See Brian Amstutz at
The Student Union
on Friday. February 28
from 9am to 5pm
or calU 19-444-2555

"We are going to do
all we can - / know I
am individually - to
not let us lose this
game."
Antonio Daniels
Falcon point guard

high-quality performance by
both teams"
A near-capacity crowd is expected at Ohio's Convocation
Center, which seats over 13,000
fans.
The Falcons are preparing for
this game differently than any
other this season. Gameday
preparation, usually reserved for
the day immediately prior to the
game, was moved up to Monday
this week.
The team then repeated Monday's routine prior to departing
for Athens early Tuesday afternoon.
"We're going to war on Monday
instead of Tuesday to get prepared," Daniels said. "We know
how tough it's going to be down
there. I haven't won down there
yet and we're really Intent on
coming out of that game having
wrapped up the MAC championship."

BROWN
Continued from page six.
With the quality nonconference victories the Falcons
own - add Nebraska and Mississippi State underneath Purdue an outright regular season title
almost assures them of an NCAA
bid. BG could even then afford a
stumble in the MAC Tournament
semifinals and probably still get
in, as evidenced by Miami's bid in
1995 after falling in the semis.
That was the season that the
Redskins, with their upset of Arizona in the first round, equalled
the NCAA win total of seven Big
10 teams.
But the Falcons have to win tonight first. They could still claim
a title share if they lose, but a
first seed in the tournament
would be unlikely. With the MAC
shaping up into the top three
teams - BG, Miami, Ohio - and
then everybody else, a top seed
clearly has the easiest path to the
championship game.
It's a guarantee now that BG is
going somewhere once the MAC
Tournament is over. But an NIT
bid is like kissing your sister, especially with the NCAA tantalizingly within reach.
This Falcon team certainly deserves a chance at The Big
Dance. Among Antonio Daniels
and Jim and Jay Larranaga, there
aren't three more deserving souls
on any other team In college basketball.
But Bowling Green still has to
earn it - starting tonight

Spring
CENTER
Getaway
3 LOCATIONS Giveaway

TANNING

See Dick at the party alone

The Falcons' two other seniors
are manager Maureen Ryan
(Twinsburg, Ohio) and Sarah DeLoye, who is serving as a student
assistant this season after three
years as a center on the team.

TEST

Much at stake for Buckeyes against MSU
The Associated Press

Sophomore point guard Jenifer
Gafford echoes that sentiment.
"They mean a lot," she said.
"They've done so much for us. I've only been here two years, and
I've learned so much from
them."

Continued from page six.

Clinton to honor Robinson's debut
The Associated Press

have been very good leaders for
us," Clark said. "They do a lot of
things for the team. All of us
would really love to make sure
that our seniors have the opportunity to play well in front of our
home crowd tonight"

pi^ ~

Win Cash for Spring Break!
First Prize
$100.00
3 Second prizes
$50.00
Register with package purchase at any of
our 3 locations. Drawing March 19th.
Also with your package purchase
and this ad get 1 free visit!

Wash House Southside
The Heat
250 N. Main 993 S. Main 904 E. Wooster
354-1559
353-8826
352-3588
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NBA Standings
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Seattle
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Portland
Sacramento
LA Clippers
Golden State
Phoenix

Kosmic Bowling
Mon 9:30 -11:30
Fri 4-6 and 10-1
Sat. 12-2

J77

TuaesayY
Lab Cams Not Included
New Jersey 97, Sacramento 90
Washington 108, Indiana 87
Seattle 72, Cleveland 66
Houston 100, LA Lakers 96
Charlotte at Dallas, (n)
Toronto at Denver, (n>
New York at Utah, (n)
Philadelphia at LA Clippers, (n)

W
35
29
28
28
23
23
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Midwest OtvMon
Utah
Houston
Minnesota
Dallas
Denver
San Antonio
Vancouver

MAC Women's Standings
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Phoenix
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165 183
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180 151
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Calgary
Vancouver
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Los Angeles
San Jose
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Detroit 5. Phoenix 3
Tuesday's Garnai
St. Louis at Tampa Bay, 7 JO p m
Sen Jose at Florida, 7:30 p. m
Dallas at Chicago. 8:30 p m
Montreal at Vancouver, 10 p.m
Colorado at Los Angeles, 10 30 p.m.
Wunndi/i Camel
Chicago at Hartford. 7 JO pm
Philadelphia at Ottawa. 7 30 p.m.
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Eastern Michigan 86, Ball State 71
Toledo 94, Bowling Green 89
Miami 71, Western Michigan 56
Central Michigan 74, Ohio 60
Monday's Came
Kent 97, Akron72
Wednesday'. Game.

Eastern Michigan at Akron
Miami at Ball State
Ohio at Bowling Green
Kent at Central Michigan
Toledo at Western Michigan
Saturday'. Games

Bowling Green at Central Michigan
Kent at Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan at Ohio
Toledo at Ball State
Akron at Miami

MAC
All
W
I
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W
1
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4
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7
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Ohio-y
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s
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15
9
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Miami-y
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s
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8
.666
Eastern Michigan-x
9
7
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18
9
.666
Ball State-x
8
8
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15
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377
Western Michigan- x
8
8
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12
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300
Kent-x
7
9
.438
9
15
375
Akron
6
10
375
8
16
333
Toledo
5
11
313
12
1?
300
Central Michigan-z
3
13
6
.188
18
250
.-clinched MAC Tournament bid
y-cKnched MAC Tournament first round home tame
z-e*rmnated from MAC Tournament comidrration
Monday', Games
Akron 71, Kent 51
Miami 86, Eastern Michigan 77
Wednesday'. Games
.
Akron at Eastern Michigan
Ball State at Miami
Bowling Green at Ohio
'
aa
Central Michigan at Kent
^ assl
Western Michigan at Toledo
X—
Saturday". Games
..J
Central Michigan at Bowling Green
Miami at Akron
Eastern Michigan at Kent
Toledo at Ball State

k

f\i 4v
V

Asssclslcd Press peeto

Ci^dP

X7S
.818
.688
.625
.625
.500
313
313
.188
.063

MAC Men's Standings

The Undergraduate Alumni
Association and the Alumni
Staff would like to thank the
men of Kappa Siama for
assisting with the 1996 Finals
Week Survivals Kit project. We
appreciate your hard work and
commitment to service!
THANK YOU MEN OF
KAPPA SIGMA!!!!!

Ball State-x

Ohio-x
Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Western Michigan
Akron

ret.

End of Regular Season

On the other side

THANK YOU MEN OF
KAPPA SIGMA!!!!!

Kent-xy
Miami-x
Bowling Grcen-x

191 220
168 175
173 217

W L T Pts GF CA
36 22 4
189 153
29 19 12 70 191 143
28 27 8
27 30 4

Toledo- xy

W
14
13
11
10
10

William Ortega watches the Toronto Blue lays at spring training in Dunedin, Fla. Ortega defected from Cuba last fall to play in
the major leagues.
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Have

Director Descriptions

You
Heard???

USG Representative
The U5G Representative serves os o
liaison between UAO ond USG.
The representative is responsible
for providing rhe regular updores
of USG activities for UAO members.

UAO is now accepting Director applications.

■
\

Get Involved wirh the major programming body
ar DGSU.
Applications are available in the UAO office, 330
Union.
DON'T MISS THE DEADLINE,
Applications are due back by 5 p.m. Friday
March 7.
Sign-up for an interview when returning rhe
completed application.
Questions? Call Jill Elliott @ 372-2343.

Campus Films
The compus Films Commirree
strives to present a balance of
films ro meet o variety of inreresrs.
Films ore presented three times o
week, ond range from recenr to
classic films. The commirree
selects ovoiloble films, orronges
publicity ond chooses locorions in
order to provide rhe compus
communiry wirh o quolity
showing

Campus Sales
The Compus Soles Commirree
sponsors soles of special inreresr ro
rhe university communiry. Some
of rhe onnuol soles ore rhe prinr
ond posrer soles, rhe plonr sale,
ond rhe Sweeresr Doy Rose sole.
The largesr sole occurs in
November or rhe annual Holiday
Croft Foir featuring the works of
many locol orrisrs.

Contemporary Issues

1 Ss 1

* *t

^Nstelia^
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Special Events
uj.-c^

f

«bUc Relatio-'J

The Conremporary Issues
Commirree invires speakers in
politics, enrerroinmenr, ond other
oreos to shore rheir rhoughrs ond
ideos wirh rhe university
ccrnrnunity.

Cultural Awareness
The Culrurol Awareness Commirtee
is in chorge of coordinoring events
which creore oworeness of
diversity. This is accomplished by
coordinoring committees ro plon
programs ro celebrate Q-GLAD
week. Africon Americon History
Month, Women's Hisrbry Month.
Hisponic Heriroge Month, ond
much more.

Entertainment
The Entertainment Committee
provides a wide variety of
enrerroinmenr. Programs rhot
concenrrore on Fine Arts, such os
music, ploys ond concerts ore rhe
commirree's main focus. Smaller
programs include mixers,
comedy, the weekly Compus
Expressions program ond outdoor
concerts featuring local ond
regional bonds.

Gomes
The committee's goal is ro
sponsor fun ond comperirrve
ocrrviries such os toumomenrs in
bowling, euchre, billiords. and
spodes. Irs biggest project, the
College Dowl, challenges rhe
inrellecr of DGSU students.

Mini Courses
The Mini Courses Commirree
provides rhe Universiry wirh
opporruniries to learn obour
intriguing subjects not offered in
the clossroom. Mixology,
aromorheropy ond self-defense
ore popular programs offered.

Outdoor Recreation
Members of rhe Outdoor
Recreation Commirree organize
evenrs such os bockpocking,
camping, whireworer rafting
ond canoe rrlps A special focus
of rhe commirtee is the onnuol
Appolochion Trail bockpocking
trip over Spring Qreok. The
committee olso operores the
Ridgeline Outing Center tocared
on the first floor of the Union.
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Public Relations
The Public Relations Commirree
encourages compus spirit through
many different promorional
evenrs such os raffles ond giveowoys. This commirree is
responsible for promoring UAO os
on organizorion os well os our
individual evenrs.
Publications
The Publications Committee
functions os rhe production cenrer
for UAO advertising. Commirtee
members goin experience
through producing posrers,
publicizing UAO evenrs ond a
monrhry UAO event colendor.

Publicity
The Publicity Committee mokes it
possible for the Universiry ro find
our obour UAO evenrs. Using
creorive wriring and graphic skills,
members produce advertisements
ond roble tents to promore evenrs
rhroughour compus.

Special Events
The special Evenrs Committee
coordinates evenrs in conjunction
with Parents Weekend. World
AIDS Doy, Romonce ond
Responsibility Month. Sibs ond Kids
Weekend ond much more. The
commirtee olso coordinores or
leosr one charity fund raising
evenr.

Travel
The Travel Commirtee provides
University students wirh mony
opporruniries ro visit exciting
pbces beyond the campus area
Commirtee members plan the
biggest rrip Spring Dreak.
Members also coordinore one day
excursions that enable srudenrs ro
porricipore in a variety of lower
budget mini vocorions, including
rrlps ro shopping molls ond
omusemenr porks.

A<l UAO UAO I'AO UAC
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Classified
Ads

372-6977
The BG Newi will not hnowngly accept advemtemenu
Out dixnmtnalr.oteiHounge divnmiruuon j»j»mvi my
atdivtdual or group on ihr bun of race. «■. color, cited.
religion national origin «>ual one rim ion divab.hty.
UMiu ai a veteran, or on the baxt of any othcf l*£il!>
protected tumi
The BG Newt mcrvn the right lo decline, discontinue
or revue any advertisement uich o ihovc found to be
defamatory, lacking in factual ham. misleading or falte
m nature All ad venue menu *re vubject to editing and
approval
The BGNe«* at a forum open mine public, retognuei
the impnuibility of preventing all of trm type of advtr
tuing and therefore rncotiragei oor readen to beware
Al*ayt be familiar - nh a business before tending mnnc>
or providing personal credit information Pleatc remember if it sounds too good to be true. it probably it
You can help us by calling the advertising department at
4I9-3T2 'bfMwnhyourcomplainuandtuggctuunv Wr
aat that y ou pica* pro* so* your name. addrevi. and phone
number, along *Hh yout vpevific comment* With your
help *e can make The BG Ne*t a better public anon

CAMPUS EVENTS
•" *Ob»«!ian " 'Ob»iditan"'
Writers, salespeople & desktop publishers
nnraxiedl Call 372-2440 lor more info. Meetings
are held each Mon ,9pm @ 202 Weal Hal!
"'Obatduan" "Ooaiolan""
A Cup ot Culture
Interested m Spanish Culture?
Come A Join us this Thursday. 27th from
2.00 pm-3.30pm.
Place: Off Campus Student Center
Speaker: Antotne<A grad studt. from Spain)
Free Snacks and Drinktl
Sponsored A Ogantzed by
World Student Association
Are you interested in seeing more sale* on
campus? Do you have any ideas for what could
be sold? Then join the Campus Sales Committee for UAO We meet Monday nights at 7pm in
the UAO workroom - 3rd floor Union. Ques
ttona? Call 2-2343.

The BG News
IPCCLU8
Guest Speaker: Dr. Shaver
From the IPC Dept. Formal attire and free pizza
104 8A ©8:00pm
Wed. Feb. 26
l« your professor ti ? Let us know I The 1007
Master Teacher Award Nomination Forma are
available at all residence haBs.Coflege offices,
and trie Mien Alumni Center. Pick up one today i

Do not have to be Irish to be a member
Everyone welcome.
Cancelled
DetdraMcCall
Feb. 27.7pm Amam Room
Cancelled
Come see what UAO is all about
University Activities OrganizaDon Open House.
Thursday. February 27.6-8pm.
Town Room -- 3rd Fl. Union
Questions? Call BJ. Myers @ 2-2343
sponsored by UAO
DGR Meeting
Wednesday 0:30pm
1007 B A
Hey everyonei Find out who Freddie a
Fneda Falcon are this Saturday
at the Basketball game.

• DG • KA • DG • KA •
The sisters of Delia Gamma would
like to mar* the brothera ol
Kappa Alpha for the braakfasl
and cartoons Saturday morning.
We all had a great Bmel
•DG'KA'DG'KA1

KD • Frieda'
Hey KD st Don't miss this Saturday's b-ball
game M i :30pm to find out who I am.
AOT. Frieda
Frieda "KD-Falcon
LAW SOCIETY
Oh* Northern School of Law
Wed. Feb. 26.0pm Rm 117 BA
Pizza Provided

fal at Burger King'
Wed. 4pm-8pm
Mention Dance Marathon and they will donate
a portion ottneprocooos to the K>OS '

to all organs-irons
going Door-lo-Door
for DM this weekend

Submit poetry - stories • art lo Prairie Margins.
Drop off in English Mailbox office Deadline
March 1. info Kelty 3S3-1363

Win Prizes
Bowling and Billiards Bonanza
Doubles Bowling and 9-ball Tournament
Campus Bowling and Billiards Room
Sun March 0.3-6pm
$5 - Burs a/able
Top 3 prizes will win a prize
Sign up 2/26 - 3/7 in the UAO office.
330 Unon or the Campus Bowling and
Billiards Room
For more info call 2-7164. sponsored by UAO

CITY EVENTS
FoosDall Tournament
Downtown
6pm Sundays
S5 entry per person
Singles A Doubles Tournaments

—SEGA BOWL
Ziggy Zoombas
Thursday 7-10pm
Support Dance Marathon
Questions 372-0530
Alpha Phi
Hey sisters! Sisterhood this Saturday
at the Hockey game Meet at house at
6:15 Well have a blastl
Alpha Phi
AOII'AOII-AOII
Alpha Omicron Pi
Celebrating 100 years of E KoeUence
Come and See What it is all about
Wed Feb. 26 at 8pm and 0pm
AOH'AOII'AOII
AOH'AOII'AOII
RUSHAOII
Come and meet the women ol
Alpha Omicron Pi
Wednesday, Feb 26th at 8pm and 0pm
AOII house is located next to Prout Hall
AOH'AOII'AOII

352-0392

SERVICES OFFERED
FREE CELLULAR PHONE
100 free minutes
$16 00 per month
Call Taoek k» details

419-356-2005
Money lor college We can help you obtain
funding Thousands ot awards available to all
students. Immediate qualification
1-800 651 3393.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy Tests. Confidential & Canng
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center.

Are you interested in seeing more sales on
campus? Do you have any ideas for what could
be sold? Then |oin the Campus Sales Committee for UAO. We meet Monday nights at 7pm In
the UAO workroom - 3rd floor Union. Questons? Call 2-2343.
Attention BGSU
Spectacular booktiOes .'2002 things to do on
a date' '2002 ways to find.attract, and keep a
mae ' These are )ust a few titles we carry. We
also have instructional study guide books. For
a free catalog send SA.S£. to : College Book
Mall 3005 Stevely Ave «2. Los Angeles. CA
90008 These books and others are only 5 95
ATTENTION ALL STUOENTSIII Granta a
scholarships available from sponsors!!! No
prepayments, ever"! SSsCaah for colfegeSSS. For Info: 1 -8 00-243-2435
BGSU'KAPPADELTA'KD
Hey BGSU Jail - N - Bail is coming i
Get Ready I
KD' KAPPA DELTA' BGSU

PERSONALS
(29 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's
Spnng Break Headquaners Only 120 Per Person) Restnctions Apply 1-e00-224-4BS3.

Buster Have a great day l

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
(Your Pizza Connection)
Also Featuring: Stuffed BreadsDoks, Catzones.
Pasta. Subs. Salads. Nachos. Bumtoa. &
Great Soups. Over 40 World Class inporied a
Domestic beers and wines. Visit our caning
room at 440 E. Court (nest lo the smoke stack)
Free Delivery 352-0638.
Dance Marathon
Attention Moralers
Mandatory Morale Training
Wed. Feb. 26 0:30pm 1007 BA
DA YTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK I
A atudenl only motel.
Break away to the hotteet action In Florida
where guy* meets glrte' NEW motel on the
ocean, rated AAA and Superior Lodging,
beach volleyball, tree MTV. Pool A wetber
open 24 hours, b.y.o.b. Free gold card with
check-In. Don't be left out ot ihle Special
Promotion) http:/rwww.day1ona-lnn com
CALL 1-800-682-o»1».
DZDZ Delta ZetaDZDZ
We want to welcome back
our house director Jamie Gray.
You did awesome with MGCA.
DZDZ DeltaZela DZDZ

'From The Kids'

VISION PRESENTS
"What's so bad about feeling good
about yourself"
A presentation by Or Steven Horowitz
from the department of HPER.
THURS0AY. FEBRUARY 27lh
8pm in the OFF CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
EVERYONE IS INVITED

BGSUIRISHCLUB
Meeting on Wed. Feb 26
at 8:30pm m Room 101 BA

•DG-0G-0G-DGCongratulations to Elyse
Roethiisberger on her recent
pearling to JusDn Keller.
•DG,DG-DG,DG#
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DZDZ RUSH DZDZ
Individually Unique...
Together Complete.
Delta Zela
Come see what sisterhood
waa meant to be.
Rush 0-0:45 at the DZ house.
'-Call Dayna 372-4800 or
Nikki • 354-3072.
FAST COMPANY
for
Resumes
525 Ridge Street. 354 FAST
FAST COMPANY
for
$.65 Transparencies
S25 Ridge Street. 354-FAST
FAST COMPANY
for
Digital Color Copies » Output
525 R.dgo Street. 354-FAST
FAST COMPANY
for
Lamination
525 Ridge Street. 354-FAST
FAST COMPANY
tor
$.04 Copies...everydayl
525 Ridge Street. 354-FAST

Looking lor summ*r tubtotif br "97 or
someone looking to pt/tapeM in renting a 3
bdrm houM 4 block* horn campus tor a 12 mo.
leas*. Can WchaHa 372-5151.

HOW ABOUT DINNER ANDA ...FLIGHT?!?
The BGSU Flight Team is holding a raffle
tor a FREE fight A dinner lor two al the
Lake Ene falandsl Soe us at the Union
Al day Thura. Tickets $5 (Buraarable)

NEED 1 TICKET FOR LIVE CONCERT
AT DETROIT ON 2/27*7

WTHAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: CO-REC
WHIFFLE BALL - FEB. 28; W.M. $ CO-REC
VOLLEYBALL - MARCH 5. ALL ENTRIES
ARE DUE BY 4:00PM IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE.
Morals Captains
Show me the money I
Thanks for everything this weekendi
Keep up the good work!
Only 17 more days.

CALL 354 7125
Ona lamala roomala lor 97-06 school-year.
Own f oom tn house Cal! 353 4122
■

Love. Captain Shack
Part-time employment with college benefits
you won't believe. The Ohio Air National
Guard has Immediate part-time openings
with full-time benefits. It you can use
$27,000 In school tuition, the Toledo Air
National Guard haa a spot for you. CALL
NOW! 1-800-708-4063 or local 86*4068
You'll be glad you dldl

Scholarship Opportunity
WBGUSa 1 FM
is SMkmg a new General Manager lor the
1807-96 school yea/ Looking tor energetic,
creative parson with leadership Qualities. This
scholarship covers tuition and general lees
Turn In cover 4(10/ and resume to 321 West
Hall c/o Gail by Ma/oh 10th.
Sublease my house12 bdrm, big yard, porch, a
mud room, new carpet, off road parking. VERY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Avail unU Aug. or later.
Call 3546106.
Summer roommate needed. Female, own
bdrm. $197.50mo. Call 354-3133 or 2-7356
aakiof Baoen.

Phi Mu wants to show you what
sisterhood is all about)
Come 10open rush Thursday night©
9:15. Questions?!?
Call 2-2750
Players needed
372-5852.

tor

Club

Baseball

Summer sutxftaser needed. Own room
Call Lynn 354-1391

Summer Subleaser needed
Rent Negotiable

can

Can Anne 354-2183

RUSH DELTA ZETA
RUSH DELTA ZETA
RUSH DELTA ZETA

HELP WANTED

RUSH PHI MU
RUSH PHI MU
RUSH PHI MU

SlOOO'a POSSIBLE READING BOOKS Pan
Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 600-218-9000
Ert.R-2076 lor Listings

The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon would
like to congratulate Jason Hem on his
lavabenng to Kabe Jerbic. Phi Alpha!

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
No experience required. Begin now. For info
cail 301-429-1326.

WANTED

"BILUNO ENTRY"
Steady work, excellent income. Flexible hours
Knowledge ol Windows helpful. Call
600-835-0553.

BGSU professor looking for long term efficiency - 1 bdrm. apL untum. but wel maintained. Preferably in private house or over ga
rage in quiet neighborhood. Can 372-2116.

■flHELPWANTEDM'l
Be a part of the fun: Dining Services is now hiring al the Amam Down Under, located in
Commons Dining Center. Hours 6 00pm - Midnight. Sunday -Thursday. Pick up your application at the Down Under Today I

Guitar Player, into Jeff Beck, looking for bass
player 4 drummer to |am. Call Chris 639-36?3
Help me I need to go home! Sublease ASAP 3
bdrm house w/2 other females. Washer/dryer.$i 75 per/mo. Ask for Deb or Jenel« 354-3108.

"'ObaWton^Oosidsan"'
Writers, salespeople, & desktop publishers
needed I Call 372-2440 tor more into. Meetings
are held each Mon , 9pm @ 202 West Hal.
•"O0SKJian"'Obsid.an""

SPRING BREAK PARTY 97
FORGOT TO ORDER
GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS?
PERSONALIZED ANNOUNCE ME NTS
READY IN 48 HOURS'
HIGH QUALITY S
MINIMUM ORDER OF ONLY IS
BEE GEE BOOK STORE
353-2252
FREE3min. Psychic
reading (or 'Love'Money
'Career* Heal th'16 ♦
1 -888-092-4170 vtaaymc
1-000-562-3727 $3.80 mn.
GOVT FORECLOSED homes frompennies
on$1.
Delinquent Tax. Repo's. REO's Your Area.
Toll Free (1)800 210 9000 E« H-2076 tor
current listings.

SALE
10% OFF a>vswysSing except coins
Now through Fab.

28

•50'$, 60'$, 70'$ room
•Affordable antiques & collectibles
3 rooms full
Including: Furniture, Indian Arrowhead*,
books, coins, music boxes.
194 S. Main

DAYTONA BEACH
^99
^229 HOTEL
ONLY
BUS <■ HOTEL

• Round trip transportation via
deluxe motorcoach
• 6 or 7 night accommodations
at ocean rront hotels
• Full time Breakaway staff on
location
FOR DETAILS OR TO BOOK CALL:
1-800-465-4257 EXT. 375

Breakaway
Tours

liousS ol Grounds lor Thought)

M-Wll-dTh-Sani-8

353-6300

:>CSiefi
<¥m
- WQRLD R-EtQfclX!
"TOAST"

vvww.bfwkawcrwytours.com

LET PREFERRED PROPERTIES
OPEN A DOOR TO YOUR
HOUSING NEEDS

to bo held at Olscamp kail
Limited Tickets-Buy Early-Must 6721
Tickets now on sale
at Trotters
$5 advance--$7 door
106.5 BUZZ-Lots 'O Prizes

TONIGHT tIT TH€

UNION
The Bowl-N-Greenery
ALL YOU CAN EAT

PIZZA!
Our pitta Buffet includes your favorite varieties
of pitta, complete soup & salad bar and beverages.

_ All For Only

$5.20
•Hours: 4:30-7:00

VVVV\rNrNf>^VV%ftr'VV%r>Arf>rt«VVVNr>c>r%t>f^

The Pheasant Room
All You Can Eat

Spaghetti
your dinner includes all you can eat spaghetti with our
very own special sauce, tossed salad dinner rolls & butter.

5 4.95

Wednesday, Feb.26 at 7pm and 9ni
in the Gish Film Theater
l/lill GUESS .1!

Other sandwiches & dinners always available

Hours: 4:30-7:00

VVWWWWVWWVWVVV\fVVVVVW>rVVWVtfW

Meal Card Accepted 4:30-7:00pm
•Big Cnarac Accepted 11:30am ■ 1:30vm & 4:30- 7:00

Come see us at our open house
on SATURDAY MARCH 1st from 10:00-2:00p.m.
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR
1515 E. WOOSTER

(CLOSE TO CAMPUS)

352-9378
Cherrywood Heahh Spa membership with every rental

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on
these apartments...
• Columbia Court
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
• Campbell Hill
• Buff
• Mercer Manor

... Get them while they last!
224 E. Wooster
352-0717
I
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BROADCAST STATIONS
Fortune

Jeopardy!

Grammy Awards (Live In Stereo) X

ABC News

Entertain

Hard Copy

Grace

Baywatch (In Stereo) X JMontel Williams X

Real TV!

National Geographic I

Creatures

As the World Turns I

Guiding Light (In Stereo) Oprah Winfrey I

The City I All My Children X

One Ute to Uve X

General Hospital X

Rosie O'Donnell X

Colby

Blossom 1 Days ol Our Lives X

Another World X

SunseBBeach X

WMey

Instructional Programming

Searing

Auto Show Dinosaurs

5CIFI Bcllova It-Nol
US* Major Dad |Ha|otOad

|NewsX

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Arthur!

Creatures

HI

Simpsons

Home Imp |Mad-You

Seinfeld!

Home Imp.

Beverly Hills, 90210 X

Party ol Five (In Stereo)

News

CoachX

Bloomberg News

Cookin

Court TV

Sentinel Red Dust"!

Star Tret Voyager X

News

Sports Talk Live

Star Trek: Voyager X

News

lOuack

Quack

Flntstonee Mask

Uve at Five News

Dragon

Movie:**'i Pee-iwesBigAoVenrure (1965)
Skiing

More and Les Levine

nncrvio*

Mysteries

Monsters

Stones

'Bradbury

Incredible Hulk

Bionic Woman

USALive

USALive

USA Live

USA Live

USA Live

Wanted

We'll take
care of you

Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Great
Amenities:

A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tit*
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. maint.

6 sites to
choose
from:

Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm
Summit Hill

Call Today!
354-6036

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mts . PA. Good salary/Dps I (906) 669-3339
CRUISE SHIP EMLOYMENT
How would you line ID work in exotic locations,
meet fun people, and get paid? Call:
206-971-35S4 E«.C55441 (We are a research
andpuWishinq company).
Desk clerk needed Midmght to 8am. 2 shifts
per week. Some weekends Minimum wage
Applu at Buckeye Budget Motor Inn.

DO YOU HAVE A GREAT SUMMER JOB
YET?
Top sports camp in Maine needs caring, qualified, collegiate athletes D coach kids in Baseball, Basketball, Lacrosse, and Hockey. We
also need Tennis and Swim instructors, sail.
golf, waterski, and archery coaches If you love
sports, kids, the outdoors, then this is the place
for youII June 22nd - August 22nd. For info
www.campwiidwood.conv or call 866-CAMP
WILD.

IMAGINE
The Unique Boutique
GRAND OPE HIHG SALE!
10-50% OFF
Most if ems
Ttiroifhott February!!
VISIT OUR NEW STORE
445 E. Wooster
(Al the railroad tracks)
Mon-Sat 11-9
Sunday 12-6
352-3306

130 East Washington St.

|Top Cops

Huggins

In the Wild (In Stereo) X Championship Ballroom Dancing X
the Wild (In Stereo) X Clujmpionship Ballroom Dancing X

Dream On

Dally snow | TV Nation

Sportsctr.

College BaiUlban Si. John's at Selon Hall (live)

|Movie:**'i vmmst gAoVenfun)"(l985)

Tonite

NBA Action College Basketball Ball State at MByre-Orso. (Uve)

Six Million Dollar Man

Twil. Zone

Darkside

Wings X

Renegade "Teen AngaT

| Wings X

EASTERN EUROPE EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. Our materials uncover
many rewarding teaching opportunities with
great benefits. For inlormaton: (206) 971 -3660
em. K55442 (We are a research a publishing
company)
NOW HIRING COOKS
Apply Between 2 A 4 at
Campus Polryeyes
440 E. Court

Tekwar TssdefflpOcri E Forever Knight X
Murder. She Wrote X

• t Awesome Cancun ft Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air ft Hotel From »429l Save
$150 On Food, Drinks ft Free Partiesl 111%
Lowest Price Guarantee' apnngbreaktravel.com 1-600-678-6386
•1 Awesome Florida Spring Break) Panama
Cityl Room With Kitchen Near Bars $1191 Day
tona Best Location $1391 Flondas New HotspotCocoa Beach Hilton $1891 spnngbreaktravel.com 1-600-878-6386.
•1 Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Parly
Cruise! 6 Days $2791 Includes All Meals. Parties ft Taxes! Great Beaches ft Nighrjilel
Leaves from Ft. Lauderdalel spnngbreaktravel.com 1.800-678-6386.

INTERVIEWING
Monday through Friday
7:30am • 430pm

Cable Descrambler Kit
$14.95- See ALL the channels
1 (800) 752-1389

POOL MANAGER wanted lor Prrvate Club in
Central Ohio. Memorial Day - Labor Day: a
newly renovated faatty: proper certification
levels required. FOOD t BEVERAGE SERVERS busy season opening in all areas indoors and outdoors, day A evening shifts
available BARTENDERS, your experience
bnngs opportunity al summer Manon Country
Club, Mo miles sough ol Marion oil Stale
Routes 614-387-0974

FOR SALE: FULL SIZE REFRIDGERA
TOR/KEG COOLER - TAP ft TANK INCL.
$150.00 OR MAKE OFFER 354-0091: LEAVE
MESSAGE.
Macintosh LC III 4-160 ft Stylewnler 2 printer.
Call 419-4200013. $750.
Maumee Rlvervlew Horn*
Spectacular view of Maumee River from this all
brick, lour bedroom, 21/2 bath, home with approximately 2800 square feel plus a finished
walk-out basement nestled on 1 1/2 wooded
lots. Miion dollar nver view from glassed
breaklast room. Ask for John Waxeim. jr.. Century 21 Amencrest Realty 419-866-8888. voce
mail 419-327 8416. oiWakelinC21@aol.com
Sanyo AMFM cassette. 35x4. dtch face
$150 call Mike at 372-6238
"

FOR RENT

OTP will be hiring 2-3 BGSU students who are
looking (o build an extensive resume', earn an
internship, and gain valuable expenence m
Marketing, Management, Sales, and General
Business Eaml8,00O-$v,0O0 this summer
working in the areas ofSylvanla, Perrysburg,
Toledo, or Maumee Positions will be filling
quickly For more mlormatjon about these opportunities can OTP al 1 800-356 S987

" Renting Fast"
Apts. ft Houua

97-98 School Year
316 E. Merry ft
630 N. Summit
t-2 bedrooms
for 1-4 students
Also Rooms avail and more

REP NEEDED-Telecom Company needs individual to represent them on campus. Earn
great pt-ime income. 'NOT prepaid cards or
MLM No investment. Call 937-3997319 FOR
INTERVIEW
Student Painters is currently luring hard working, motivated individuals lo till management
positions in select Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton, & Toledo suburbs, as well asowling
Green Co-op and internship credit avail, while
earning $7,000-9.000. Manager positions are
tilled on a first come, first qualified basis. For
more into, please can 1-800-643-3793.

|Thor,bred

Highlander The Series

PART TIME
Less than 1 block from campus
$6.00 per hour to atari
Flesfcle Hours

436N Enterprise
(Us* Ridge St entrance)
For additional information
please call
Molten (N A.) Corporation
419354 8802
E.OE.

Thor'bred

Time Trax (In Stereo)

FOR SALE

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New New New
New

SUMMER
JOB
IN BG
Student Publications
is now accepting
applications for
Summer Sales
Representatives.
Students will gain
professional sales
experience and can
earn up to $2,000 in
10 weeks.
This is business to
business sales and
done by appointment
only, no door to
door. Representatives
will work 15-20 hours
per week from midApril through June.
Hours are flexible.
Stop by 204 West
Hall for an application or call Toby at
372-0430 for more
information.

New Apartments for Fall 1997
1 & 2, 710 N. Enterprise.
Rent starts at $375/mo. +
utilities

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New
Hiilsdaie Apt., Large
studios high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plans
and carports. 12 month
lease starts at $350.

Management Inc.
Hug* 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe
Rd. Laundry on site, lots ot
parking. Starts at $340/month

♦elec.

CA

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apts., 215 E. Poe
Rd. Starts at $230. All
utilities included. Half the
security deposit holds it now.

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St. The Willow
House is now leasing for next
year. 1 bdrm, gas heat, A/C,
starting at $340/month

For a complete list
stop by our office,
1045 N. Main, or
call 353-5800

/

Wanted 87 students. Los* 8 -100 lbs. New metabolism breakthrough. Dr. recommended.
Guaranteed. S30 coat. Free gilt.
1-800-435-7591.

704 5th St. " 2 bdrm furnished " leasing for
fall 97 (9 or 12 mo.) for summer only $600 "
352-3445 between 9am ft 9pm.

'Fain/ Tale House in Perrysburg needs
happy .enthusiastic, dependable person to
keep it shiny bright. 14-16 hours a week, including summertime Work schedule adaptable
to BGSU schedule. Please email emccree@ognel.bgsu.eduor call 372-WORK.'

Avail, tor rent Aug. 1,1997
Close to unn. Year lease required.
E the apt 443 N Enterprise. $250.
3 bdrm apt. 443 N. Enterprise, available
8/1/97. $550.
Call 686-4651. appointments only

Are you interested
in seeing more sales on
campus? Do you have any
ideas for what could be sold? Then
join the Campus Sales
Committee for UAO.
We meet Monday
nights at 7 p.m. in
the UAO workroom3rd floor Union.
Questions? Call 2-2343.

|News|R)

iFresh Pr.

[Ttacey

Married...

Foseanne
Watch
Star Trek

Dally Show |TV Nation

Tick |

Sportscenter X

Horse

Comedy Hour

Tales-Crypt

College Basketball

Sightings (In Stereo) X

Time Trai (R) (In Slereo) lekwar 1

Movie: *«'i Stilton's S*crer(1995. Susoensel X Wings X

DtQ RENTALS - ONLY 3 UNITS LEFTIIALL
OF OUR UNITS ARE WITHIN 2 BLOCKS OF
CAMPUS NOW RENTING FOR FALL. ATTRACTIVE WELL-MAINTAINED UNITS
606 E. WOOSTEfl/SPACKXJS DUPLEX LOCATED DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM CAMPUS. UPPER UNIT - 2 BORMrMAX OCCUP
4. RESERVED PARKING.
234 S. COLLEGE/ 2 BDRM HOUSE - MAX
OCCUP 4 RESERVED PARKING
850 SCOTT HAMILTON/ ONE UNIT REMAINING • EXCEPTIONALLY NICE 2 BDRM
UNIT-AIR COND MAX OCCUP 4 LAUNDRY
FACILITIES ON PREMISES. RESERVED
PARKING.
CALL DftG RENTALS AT (419) 2873233 AND
ASKFOREVAORELUE.
For Rent: 1 block from campus, house: 239
Manviiie. 3 bdrm. 1 bath. 1 bdrm apt: 239
l/2Manrile. Call 352-9392.
For Rent:
1 or 2 bdrm apts. on University Lane ft
Clough
(Two) t bdrm furnished at 117 S Prospect
2 bdrm house at 132 Ada
2 bdrm house at 829 Fifth
Avail 8/1/97, lyr lease ca> 352-9371
Georgetown Manor Apts.
800 Third St.
Excellent one bdrm A two bdrm units avail, for
97-96. Reasonable rent and dose to campus
Check us out! Can 352-4966
House for Rent: 233 W. Merry, 4 BR. must
have 4 unrelated tenants. Avail 8/18/97. Rent
$700 per mo. collected quarterly. Tenants pay
all UDI . sac. dep . parental guam., no pets, 12
mo. lease only. To view call tenants 353-8518
For more info, call Arbor Ent.. 354-2854.

WE Wjt ONLY

PUR TIED
WJL ER

| Wings X

146 North Main Bowling Green

Houses/1 ft 2 bdrm turn. apts. year, 9 mo., ft
summer leases 352-7454
Must subls. 840 8th St.. 2 bdrm apt. Spacious
living. Incl. membership to spa ft pool. Avail.
now until Aug. $425 mo. plus utd. Deposit req.
1 419 2788922
Now accepting Rental Applications lor Fall And
Summer leases. Call 354-8800
Now Renting Rooms
Spnng Semester
Call 353-0325
One A Two bdrm apts available. University
Courts ft University Village located at Clough
and Mercer Call 352-0164.
Sublessors Needed NOW> In Cambridge
Commons
2 bdrm. 2 bathroom, $450/month. Avail tjl August Call 353-2189.

AUTO REPAIR
WELDING
"SERVICE
D SERVICE
ftfl in all your
auto care needs
- Motors
-Transmissions
Tune-iM jfc
Brakes
arings m
is in town
•10% dial
D6U
student

13040 BISHOP ROAD
Falcon Sports on
WBGU Radio

JQJQ/ZQ
•Campus Manor
•Rockledge
•640 Eighth St.
•313-317 N. Main St.
•841 Eighth St.
•Manviiie Ave.
•825 Third St.
•701 Fourth St.

"Quality Off
Campus Housing"
R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.
M-F: 8-5; Sat. 8-12

352-9302

1

Stagings

353
Time is Running Out!

2 bdrm. api. All utilities paid.
Close to campus. $4SO/mo
Call 352-5475.

jcharlie Rose (In Slereo)

|SUrTrek Voyager!

More end Les Levine

408

Summer Business irrigation sales ft installation Vehicle required. $8000/aummer Call
t-900-361-4074.

Charlie Rose (in Stereo) iNewahour

Kurt Browning

|Pee-w» He man (Ft)

Listing Avail. 24 Hrs.
316 E. Merry 13
Or Call 353-03 25
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
12 month leases starting May 1997
E Court 8B-1BR Duplex-lpor
aon-$345<Util
609 Fifth St -2BR Horne-2person-$460. Util
Steve Smith 3528917 (no calls after 8pm)

Chenille

CoHege Basketbel: North Carobna at Cktmscn

Movie:. ■•ueye-tjs-f.irjM) PG.13I|Movie: ttt "Ccpycar(l995)Sigoumey Vrtave' R Sanders

Movie: ••* "Soul of me Game" (1996) Movie: "In ihe Line ol Duty. Sweef rvar"(!992)

ABL Basketball Playoffs: Semifinal Game

Highland
Management.
Graduate
Rentals

TICkX

jNBA Finals Up Close

Sports Writers on TV

Stood Drive Coordinator: Coordinate ac&w
Des tor Bowling Green Stale University blood
mobiles throughout tne year. Responsibilities
include pres«niatx>ns tor student groups, written communication, development of campaign
strategies Must tmv* high school diptoma and
be a currant student at BGSU Prefer previous
convTiunicai)ons/ma/keiing experience Send
resumes to the Student Coop Office 310 Student Services.

M-A'S'H X Tonight Show (h Stereo)

Magic Bus

Spider-Man Beetleborg Rangers

CAMP WAYNE, (sister half of brother/sister
camp. Northeast Pennsylvania
6722-6/20797.) Have the moat memorable
summer of your lite I Coaches, teachers, students. Pre-requisite: Must love children, enjoy
Irving and •rortung in a group situation. On
Campus interviews March 17th m the Fort
Room. Can 1.800-279-3019 fcr more information.

|uw 1 Order (In Stereo)

News-Lehrer

Batman

2SO COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS
n**d*dl Private, coed tummw camp in Po
cono Mtnt.. NE Pennsylvania. Lohikitn, Box
234BG. KenHworth. NJ 07033 (006) 276-0998.

Dateline (In Slereo) I

CopsX

Business

Gargoyles

fuSA Uve

NightkneX| Politically

NBC News

Mega Man

|Racehorse Ski World

News!

GED

Truth

Horse

Late Show (In Stereo) X

IPrlmetlme Uve X

News

Embroidery Sesame Street X

|Seruroay r#gm Live X

News!

Drew Carey |Euan X

Barney

Gourmet

Movie: •'! ■Kentue«yane"(1956)CniWills.

[Coach X

Wishbone ISandiego

Painting

Dr.ua
|Soepi
|wnoMT
:I»"I~
jLatin Fulbol Weekly
[RoOeoiF'
ESPN Sportscenter (R)
HBO (11:00) Movie: Steal Bg. SealUf |Movie: 'The UagcBMHf (\933)
Cavs Finest Hoot

BillNye

News I
[NewsX

Bill Nyc

CABLE STATIONS
aKClLEi
!'■

SC

CBS News

NewsX

Younjand the Restless [Bold ( B.

Sesame SI Instructional
Dating
nlewlyweO Copeland

CD

News"

NesraX
NsVnX

Men's
Basketball
vs. Toledo
6:45

QQQQ
88.1
WBGU

GRAPHIC DESIGN & VCT
MAJORS
Gain valuable experience before you graduate!
The BG News is currently accepting applications for
Production Assistants. These part-time paid positions are
available for summer or fall.
Pick up an application at
204 West Hall
or for more information ca
Meg at 372-2952

